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Miller, Ellis, Henley Make Request

Three Candidates Ask
For Recount Of Election

"YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU" is the title of the all-student production opening tonight and continuing
•through Saturday at the old freight depot in the Murray-Calloway County Park. In this scene, Penny Sycamore
(played by luAnn Loberger) asks advice from family friend Donald (Tarry Cavitt) and Rheba (Kim Walls). The
'play is produced by the Murray High Speech and Theatre department.(Story and additional photos on page
7.)
Photo bs, Kaye Peebles

Murray State Adhoc Committee
Debates Ways To Reorganize
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Reporter •
With about a month to go before the
end of the fiscal year, administrators,
faculty representatives and members
of the Murray State University Board
of Regents today debated various
ways to reorganize the school.
The adhoc committee on university
reorganization, chaired by regent Bill
Morgan of Benton, had its initial
meeting to evaluate changes in the
university recommended by president
Constantine W.Curris.
In an effort to save money, Curris
and Dr. Richard Butwell, vice president for academic programs, have
recommended the board to eliminate
the bachelor's degree programs in
geography and library science.
Morgan challenged this method during the May 9 board meeting calling it
a "piecemeal approach."
Board chairman Ron Christopher
then appointed Morgan to chair a
committee to look into the situation.
Dr. James Matthai said the figures
used by the administration to determine the need for geography were
"worthless" and that the need for
geography graduates is "well above
the national average."
Butwell said the Council on Higher
Education
had recommended
eliminating the program but he
delayed the move so the university

could solve its own problem.
Another debate centered around
whether the department chairman
positions at the school should remain
year-round paid positions or be switched to a 10-month non-paying job.
Faculty regent Steve West said
changing the present policy could
savethe university $130,000 annually.

was feasible that professors would
willingly take the chairmanship of a
department without any extra pay.
Posey said it would be a responsibility
all faculty would have to bear at some
time and it would create a -healthy
attitude because colleagues would be
dealing with each other."
Deans Kenneth Winter and Kenneth
Harrel disagreed and said they have
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice president
had good results in the past from the
for academic programs, defended the
current system of paying the chaircurrent practice of paying chairmen a
man.
yearly stipend of $2,400.
Then Dr. Sal Matarazzo, member of
"Some benchmark institutions pay
the committee and former regent,
their chairmen more than we pay our
said the "front line is the one between
deans," he said. Butwell added there
the students and the teachers." He
is no job "more difficult to fill" than
said the university's mission was to
the chairman's.
educate students and cut elsewhere.
Faculty Senate president Dr.
-That's why we're looking at the
Thomas Posey told Butwell, "Our
•
chairman position,- he said.
chairmen are underpaid but so are
Butwell then asked why the univerour faculty." He said he could not see
sity spends so much on -athletes who
why chairmen make extra money."Is
care about an education.
the chairman a member of the ad- don't
wooed here just to give us
They're
ministration or is the chairman
headlines in the newspaper."
some
elected by his colleagues to represent
Morgan noted that the board formthem?" Posey asked.
ed an athletic deficit committee, and
Butwell replied that the depirtment told Butwell -the scenario of
head has both responsibilities and academics versus athletics has been
universities which have collective played over and over again. I am very
bargaining systems treat the depart- unhappy with how athletics is being
ment chairmen as management. And played off against athletics."
he noted the chairman is responsible'
He said he expected the athletic
for implementing policy in his depart- deficit committee to report to him
ment.
possibly by the next reorganization
Regent Sarah Page asked Posey if it corrunittee meeting.

Three candidates have officially re- or theic representative will inspect said. "However, we are all huinan
quested a recount of the results of the totals of each machine in the city and it is possible."
Tuesday's Primary Election.
and county. _
Scarborough said he expects the
"
Personally,
I
don't
think
there
process
will last until sometime
will
County judge-executive Robert 0.
Miller, who was defeated for re- be any change because four officers Saturday because all the absentee
election by 78 votes, Mayor Melvin B. check each machine," Scarborough ballots must also be recounted.
Henley, who lost his try for re-election
by 46 votes,and Harvey Ellis, who lost
by 74 votes in his bid for Fifth District
state representative, have requested
a recanvass, according to Calloway
County election commission chairman H. M.Scarborough.
Miller, who has served as county
judge for 16 years, garnered 4,827
votes to George Weaks' 4,905 in TuesNEW YORK 1AP) — Two years
The industry isn't acting like a
day's results.
Henley, who is serving his first term after Americans fumed in gasoline surge in gasoline sales is expected. In
as mayor, lost 2,043 to 1,997 to former lines, the outlook for the summer is previous years, one -way to tell that
for supplies of gasoline so ample that Memorial Day was approaching was
mayor Holmes Ellis.
to watch gasoline prices, which
Harvey Ellis received 5,356 votes to price wars could break out.
For the oil industry the irony is that always rose a penny or two a gallon
incumbent Freed Curd's 5,430 in the
representative's race, which covers although they have plenty of gasoline before the holiday. This year,
Calloway County and a portion of to sell, American drivers may not wholesale prices dropped half a cent
in the two weeks before the holiday.
Trigg County. In Calloway County, want to buy it.
"This summer may be a severe
Ellis got 4,552 votes and Curd 4,699
This is absolutely unvotes. The Trigg totals showed Ellis disappointment" for the oil com- precedented," says Lundberg. who
panies, says Dan Lundberg, whose compiled the figures.
with 804 votes and Curd with 731.
Los Angelesbased newsletter follows
This week's meeting of the
Trigg County clerk Virginia Alex- the gasoline industry.
Organization
of Petroleum Exporting
ander said thishiorning that Ellis had
Until 1979, a big increase in summer
also requested aTecount of the Trigg driving was taken for granted as Countries ieseen by experts as haying
County totals on that,race. Only four families climbed into their cars to assured that supplies will be more
voting precincts in Trigg County com- visit relatives and see America. But than adequate and that prices will not
prise that portion which Votes on the the pattern was disrupted by gas lines rise. Saudi Arabia, the largest — and
Fifth District race. Alexander said during the summer of 1979 and failed lowest price — oil exporter, refused to
their recount will begin Friday *ril- to return last year, when supplies either raise prices or reduce production.
ing.
were adequate.
Even without new increases, drivScarborough said the local process N In 1978, for example, sales during
will begin at 8 a.m. Friday. He and the the,summer months were 6 percent to ing won't be cheap this summer. Acother election conunisSidiierS, Wayne 10 pe ent greater than average mon- cording to Lundberg__ the average
Flora, Maura You and Norman Clark, thly sal By 1980,they were up 3 per- retail gasoline price across the nation
as well as Sheriff Max Morris, the cent to 4 pèrcnt in July and August, this month is $1.36 a gallon, up,about
voting machine -set-up" man, and and actuallyNa little lower than 10 percent from just over $1.23 a year
ago.
each candidate requesting a recount average in June.

Summer Gas Supplies
Termed Ample; Price
Wars Could Break Out

Grads Told GED Certificates
Are 'Passports To Anything'

More than 125 adults who have earn- various programs.
ed high school equivalency cerSuch services, be said, include oftificates through the General Educa- fering 600 classes in adult basic
tional Development (GED) program education in 111 of Kentucky's 120
at Murray State University were told counties as well as indvidualized
this past weekend that the certificates teaching of reading and writing to
they received could be "passports to homebound adult learners.
In making these points, the
anything" they wanted to try.
'It can open employment offices, superintendent challenged the cercolleges and universities' doors and tificate recipients to assist the state
military service opportunities,. said department of education in slowing
Raymond Barber, Kentucky down the drop-out rale of- young peosuperintendent of public instruction ple at the high school level as it works
and the principal speaker for the third toward three goals:
— Making the needs and opporannual adult education graduation
from the revisions.
tunities
for adult education more visiuniversity.
ceremony held at the
Dr. Jack Rose, Calloway County
"But most of all," he said, "it ble to the public.
— Assisting recipients of the high
School System superintendent, was should open your mind to unlimited
school equivalency certificate by proout of the office this morning and horizons of opportunity."
viding more information regarding
unavailable for comment on the matBarber told the certificate reci- job nd educational opportunities that
ter.
pients, their families and friends that may be available to them,and
Don Hunter, head of the Bureau of during the current fiscal year the
— Working for more effective coorInstruction in the state Department of state Department of Education will dination among state agencies and the
Education, told the board Wednesday have spent about $3 reunion of state private business, industry, labor,
that he felt the controversy over the and federal funds to provide various agriculture and health for the benefit
increased hours had clouded the real educational services to more- than of the adult learner.
meaning and purpose of the changes.
26,000 adults participating in its
Held in the university's Lovett

Board Approves Revisions
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Major revi- state board, the Council on Higher
sions in the training of Kentucky high Education and the Council of Indepenschool teachers have been approved dent Colleges and Universities conby the state Board of Education and it duct a joint feasibility study of a fivecould be the first step toward requir- year pre-professional training proing five years of college for teacher gram for teachers.
preparation.
The motion directs that a proposal
The state board approved the new be presented to the state board for its
standards Wednesday.after reaching consideration in July, 1982.
Snyder had strongly opposed the ina compromise on a portion of the standards that will increase the number of crease from the current minimum of
required hours of education and 17 hours at Tuesday's session, saying
he felt teachers need more courses in
methodology courses.
The board had became stalled on the traditional academic subjects.
Snyder wanted the board to wait unthe issue late Tuesday and recessed
overnight with a motion still pending til a special citizens committee that is
to delay consideration of the changes studying the future of higher education in Kentucky, including the
until this fall.
The board defeated the motion to preparation of teachers, presents its
delay consideration, made by Harry report to the Council on Higher
Snyder, executive director of the Education in October.
Robert Glin Jeffrey,superintendent
Council on Higher Education, and
then approved the new standards of the Murray Independent School
after agreeing to reduce the required District, today said he has not received official notification concerning
number of new hours from 28 to 25.
The board then agreed with a mo- specifics of the new standards. He did
tion by Snyder that the staffs of the say that he anticipated no problems
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Pool Complex
To Open Friday
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partly cloudy

Partly cloudy tonight. Lows
near 60. Mostly sunny warm and
humid Friday, chance of afternoon thundershowers. High in the
mid896,
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday:
Chance of showers Saturday and
Sunday ending on Monday. Highs
will be -in the mid 70s to mid 80s
and lows will be mostly in the 50s.
Lake Levels
39.70
Lake Barkley
359.80
Kentucky Lake

Auditoritirn, the program honored
GED recipiht from 12 of he westernmost Kentucky"counties — Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman; ulton, Graves,
McCracken, Marsh11,, Calloway,
Trigg, Caldwell, Lyon andNL„ivingston.
Recipients from Murray and
Calloway County included:
Perry Allen, Max R. Bailey, Jo
Wayne Beard, Ricky Dan Butterworth, Carol Cain, Greg Cain, Stanley
Colson, Timmy Dix, Terry Gibson,
John Hopkins, Robert Dwayne
James, Jr.. Robert Shane Johnston.
Brenda Hicks Keel, Gary Kirks, Gordon Lewis, Johnny Misner. Clay Mitchell, Michael Morris, Sandra Gail
Parrish, Tom Rakestraw. Terry Rule,
Tim Scarborough, Beverly Stone.
Yolanda Stubblefield, Karen Tapp,
Michael Wyatt, Larry Smith and
Terry Ward.
Also, Diane W. Hale, Helen liounshell, I,ocella F. Johnson, Donna
Phares, Mike Phares. Doreen Bart/
Scull and Roy L. Todd.
Barber was introduced by Richard Butwell, vice-president for
academic programs at Murray State,
and superintendents from the counties involved presented the certificates.

GED RECIPIENTS—Among the recipients of General Educational Development(GED) certificates at Murray
State University recently were these from Murray and Calloway County!Front row, from the left, Brenda
Hicks Keel, Perry Allen, Karen Tapp, Sandra Gail Parrish and Helen Hounshell. Back row, from the left, John
tiopkins,John Wayne Beard, Ricky Dan Butterworth and Limy Smith.
g

The Murray-Calloway County
Parks pool complex will open for the
summer season at noon Friday, according to parks director Gary
Hohman.
In recent weeks, tile in the large
pool's racing lanes has been removed,
replaced with a marblelite substance
and painted with epoxy paint. The
pools have been filled and are now in
the filtration process, Holtman said.
Deadline for reduced rates for pool
_season passes is 4 pin. Friday at the parks office at 10th and Payne
Streets. Single passes are $30 and
family passes are $60. After the •
deadline, prices go up to $45 for single
passes and $75 for family passes.
Daily general admission prices are
$1.25 for adults and 75 cents for
children age 7 and under.
Pool hours are noon to 8 p.m. Monday.through Saturday and 1 to 6 p.m.
Sunday.
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The Catch
Of The Week Is

Breathing during sleep
Lawrence E. Lamb,NI.D
In rn!.
DEAR DR, IAMB
mid 30s I started having penods of noisy breathing during
ut sleep Most disturbing to
MN *de was that -i.toiwttities
would stop. breathing Int a
wh:k and then gasp for air
kt about age 40 I would
in the middle of the
itht‘Ailb the teelow 01

smattering I could gain air
by rolling to a face down position At age 56 I had a grand
mat seizure I was put on
anticonyulsant drugs and
warned to limit coffee and
liquor I stall had seizures
about every six months until
three years ago after I
mastered the art of sleeping
lace down All of my seizures
have been at night and I can
start one by sleeping on my
back

ColinICIT • 753-3314

Thru Thurs. 6/4
.

15.9,10

live-1'1)4-r=
prittr16%

.nite• -

9 110

f.1 API:A.111
Tat FASTEST TON
Ii TIE WEST LS RACE

Ends Tonite• 7:15. 9:20
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO MI(R)

STARTS TOMORROW

(140,1445c•751.3314

LITE SNOW FRI. & SAT.
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
18 ON OVER ONLY • 11 40 P
* Open Ever Nite*
30- Start 8 05

-Ends ToniteCheeeb and
.
% Next
Chong
—and
and -kill !'l

• Itka,110 ks

H'way 121 S.•753-3314
S5 A Carload Tues.

RecentlY I read-aboiit-Meep
apnea How can doctors classify me as epileptic when I
have such a history"
When
DEAR READER
vou were first diagnosed.
sleep apnea was not
described. I cant be sure that
is your'problem but your story
certainly sounds like it
Everyone who has convulsions does not have epilepsy
A person with a very slow
heartbeat from heart block
may have a -seizure from lack
ol.Tovygen supply to the brain.
Thu treatitient is a heart
pacemaker.- not anticonvUlsant medicines. There are
many other cause of- convulsions. too. If there is a failure
to supply oxygen to the brain
for any reason. it can cause
convulsions.
.1 would like to suggest that
you ask your doctors to send
you to the nearest sleep center for studies. They may be
very interested in your unusual case. '
Sleep apnea has been popularized in recent years
because it is new but it is a
relatively infrequent cause
for problems in sleeping. I am
sending you The Health Letter
number 10-6. Sleep and.
Insomnia, for more details.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long.
stamped; self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper. P.O. Box
1551. Radio City Station, New
York. NY 10019.
I would -like to see anyoile
who has a history of stopping
breathing during sleep have a
careful study. It may be one
factor that causes men to
haxe heart attacks more frequently than women. Men
seem to be more prone to the
problem. It is related to the
respiratory reflex center in
the brain.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- My
son was extremely heavy but
with careful dieting he lost
more than 100 pounds. His
flesh has firmed up very well
except for fatty breasts. Our
family doctor has approved
weight lifting but was at a
-- loss. to suggest a particular
exe.Kise to reduce the breasts.
We would appreciate any help
or exercise program you can
suggest.
Rarely
DEAR READER
some medical problems can
cause this condition but I am

DR
INVE kWeAft -•EQUIPPED WITH RADIO SOUND •

sorry tuirtell you that there is
no such thing as spot reducing Exercising the chest muscles alone will not eliminate
breast fat. It is still the old
story _al 4 lti2n1.P 1.1*veil
calories in and calories used
As your son continues to
increase his use of calories
through a generalized
exercise program and diet
control,, he will eventually
eliminate those unwanted -fat
deposits
1Wany people inow 111111
when you lose fat it tends to
disappear last from the places
where you want to eliminate
at the most.
For localized. breast • fat.
which some men are.prone to
have, if a reasonable exercise
and diet program does not
work, one can consider simple
surgical remo'val of the Tat
pad.

On Aug. 14, 1945, World
War II officially ended with
Japan's unconditional acceptance of the Allies'
terms.

Mr. a
and the
Mrs.:
p amesA.
roaehing
Raspberry of Hazel Route 2
announce
marriage of their daughter,
Juwanna Jill, to James Allen
Harrell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy D. Harrell of Hazel
Route 2.
Miss Raspberry is a IMO
graduate of Calloway County
High School and presently
resides in Hazel.
Mr_ .Harrell_
a- 1979
graduate of Calloway County
High School. He is now serving with the United States
Army and is stationed in
New Jersey.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, June 13, at
p.m. at the Hazel Church of
Christ. A reception will
follow at the home of the
bride-elect's parents.
All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

5-19-81
Lewis F. Ross, Rt. 1, HarNEWBORN ADMISSION
din; Mrs Imogene Neale,
Bivin, baby boy (Connie) 1104 Sycamore, Murray;
Rt. 3, Box 301AA, Benton.
Francis G. Smith, 509 Beale
DISMISSALS
Murray; Basil Swift, Bo,
Mrs. Mildred I. Cornwell, 215, Puryear, Tenn.; Corm
1309 Main, Benton; Mrs. rule E.Cain, Rt. 1, Almo. Charlotte Wiggins, 1015 Adults 130
North 13th Street, Mayfield; Nursery 8
Mrs. Lisa Ann Flood and 5-20-81
baby girl, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
NO NEWBORN ADMISGrady H. Wesson, CR Box SIONS
311, New Concord; Mrs.
DISMISSALS
Nancy W. Murphy, Rt. 3,
Mrs. Leta Gail Hafer, Rt.
Benton.
1, Gilbertsville; Michael Lee
Mrs. Tammy D. Scott, Rt. Rowland, Rt. 1, Fancy
7, Murray; Bobby J. Farm; Mrs. Dorothy S.
Latimer, -Rt. 5, Murray; Wagoner, 80 Riviera, MurElizabeth V. Jackson, 617 ray; Mrs. Marsha G.
South Third Stre6t, Murray; Milliken and baby girl, 621
Mrs. Nancy E. Eldridge, Rt. Memorial, Paris, Tenn.;
1, Almo; James_W,_wntull,_ -Mrs;
- -Ward-andRt. 3, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. baby boy, Rt. 1, Murray;
Mary E. Warren, Rt. 4, Mur- Barry D. Howell, Rt. 3, Benray.
ton.
Walter S. Kubik, Rt. 4,
Wayne M. Bennett, 1200
Benton; -Stacey R. Woods, Dogwood, Murray; Mrs.
Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Beverly Tamara L. Paschall, Rt. 1,
.A„ Bomar, Rt. 6, Paris, Mansfield, Tenn.; Mrs.
Tenn.; Mrs. Lisa L. Hern- Margaret Ann Brooks, Rt. 2,
don, Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.; Murray; Mrs. Billie J.
Mrs. Ovie Galloway, Rt. 3, Paschall, Rt. 1, Puryear,,
Murray; Mrs. Mary Vidie Tenn.; Sandra M. Todd, 206
Shackelford, CR Box 6, New 12,viera, Murray; Mrs. Joan
Concord.
Heard. CR Box 165. New

Your Individual
Horoscope

DOLLY
PARTON

FOR FRIDAY,MAY 29, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- VIRGO
row be? To find out what the ( Aug.23to Sept.22)
stars say, read the forecast
If you underestimated a
JANE
given for your birth Sign.
situation at work, now you'll
FONDA
have the chance to gain a
ARIES
fresh and successful
LILY
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)
perspective. Combine
TOMLIN
Don't take things for business and pleasure.
granted about a domestic mat- LIBRA
ter. 'Artistic pursuits are (Sept. 23toOet. 22) —
T05
favored. Romance is likely,
Tact is needed with friends.
but soften your ego.
Over-optimism about a career
TAURUS
matter needs to be curbed.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Distabt interests have romanAvoid carelessness at work. tic overtones.
A social contact proves helpful
in business. Curb escapist SCORPIO
tendencies_ Be' thorough, to (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Work performance could be
make.progress.
erratic. This is a perfect time
GEMINI
09-it to further the cause of love for
May 210June 20)
Someone you recently met is both singles and married
We are pleased to announce
more involved romantically couples.
that Karen Dotson, bride-elect
than you realize. Don't be SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
superficial. Let otheVs know
of Paul Moch has selected her
Don't overextend credit.
the real yoti.
Though
a. planned engageour
.
CANCER
china and flatware from
sr-4 ment may have to be changed,
(June 21 to July 22)
complete bridal registry.
You'll profit from a behind- the outlook is still good for
vantage point.Soft- heart interests.
the-scenes
Karen and Paul will
'
pedal career differences. CAPRICORN
4
Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Y)
married July 11.
Privacy allows romance -to
Mixing business and
.
blossom.
pleasure works to your
LEO
benefit. Minor problems could
23to Aug.22)
A friendship may turn into exist on the home front. Be
romance. Creativity is ac- careful not to over-react.
cented. Don't let worry about AQUARIUS
commercial remuneration (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 I
Heart interests are favored
hinder your efforts.
over mental pursuits: Though
your thinking may be erratic,
you know what you have your
heart set on.
PISCES
(Feb.19 to Mar.20)
Home entertainment is
favored, but don't make a big
thing of it. Keep expenditures
Good Till June 15,1981
within reasonable limits. Enjoy home life.
YOU BORN TODAY are
charismatic and are well
suited for public life. Your
Includes:Tacos,
ability to inspire others, couplEnchiladas, Rice,
ed with a good education, will
Beans,SopappNlas,
bring you success in life.
Soft Drinks,Chips
'Rani to specialize in one
thing and you'll overcome a
Er Dip
tendency to restlessness.
Sometimes you have difficulty
MEXICAN RESTAURANT
choosing between the
Sputhside Shopping Manor
idealistic and the practical.
Murray, KY• 759-1616
Reform movements, politics
4-9 Tuesday-Thursday
and the stage are your natural
4-10 Friday & Saturday
milieu. You dislike routine
11:30-2 Sunday
work and thrive on excitement. Writing, painting,
teaching and music may also
appeal to you. Birthdate of:
John F. Kennedy, US. proddent; Bob Hope, entertainer;
and Isaac Albeniz,composer.

fr

9

Q

Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
Gulf Red Snapper
$6.95

- AUas

King Crab
$8.95
Clam Strips
$4.50
Scallops $6.25 'Flounder $6.25

Oyster
Bar
'h Doz.$1.50

Bakers Dozen $3.00
1 Lb.$9.2V

Friday
Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

Miss Juwanna Jill Raspberry
to wed James Allen Harrell

(July

Concord.
William Bradley Olds III,
418-3 Harrison Lane, Paris,
Tenn.; Marianne K. Gilbert,
415 South Nivrth Street, Murray; Mrs. Brenda R. Gilbert,
415 South Ninth Street, MurJanice_
Mrs.
ray;
Chenoweth, 22 Henderson,
Paris, Tenn.; Bobby R.
Allen, 809 North 19th Street,
Murray; Mrs. Edna B. Cunnineham Rt. 4 Murray: Mrs.

4AZODkEEMRHI
Chestnut 8, 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455

Carole A. Smith, Rt. 4, Benton.
Mrs. Lora J. Galloway,519
South Sixth Street, Murray;
Hugh E. Mann, 1515 Dudley,
Murray; J. 1.-Patton, Rt. 1.
Hazel; Mrs.:_ Catherine B.
Stewart, 505 W. Washington,
Paris, Tenn.; Charles L.
Lewis, 'Rt. 1, Dexter: Miss
Beatrice G. Lewis I expired I
lit 7. Murray

Wra
will n
riding
Call
Horse
meet I
Eaten:
• trip to
one st
dinner

You
p.m.a
Churc

Bibb
First
meet
and fr
p.m.

Gaff
of Bet
a sal4
meetir
p.m.
Calloi

As
Has

Moved To

Dixieland
Shopping Center

VENT

"Osvaldo"
Miss Karen Jo McCuiston,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
-Joe-P-.-McCuiston of Murray,
and Jon Tracy Carpenter,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Carpenter of Beebe, Arkansas, have completed plans
for their wedding on Saturday, May 30, at the Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
The Rev. Calvin Wilkins
will officiate at the double
ring Ceremony to be read at 7
p.m. Paula Kinsolving,
pianist, and Kerry Vassuer,
soloist, will present the
music.
Miss McCuiston .will be
given in marriage by her
father and has chosen her
sister, Miss Diane McCuiston, as her maid of
honor,and Mrs. Gail Blalock
and Mrs. Rita McCuiston,

sister-in-law of the brideelect as her bridesmaids.
Miss Alyson McNutt, cousin
of the bride-elect, will be the
flower girl.
Mr.
tar
Bestman
Carpenter will be Garry
Evans. Groomsmen and
ushers will be Todd
Carpenter, brother- of the
groom-elect, igelson Key,
Phil McCuiston, brother of
the bride-elect, Henry
Scales, brother-in-law of the
groom-elect. The ring bearer
will be Aaron Scales,nephew
of the groom-elect.
Following the ceremony,
the reception will be held in
the Fellowship Hall of the
Church.
All friends and, relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

We believe Mothers
deserve more than
one day's recognition,
therefore we're offering
these values through
May 31st.

Silveware & Flatware
Complete Line Open Stock

Lots Of New Items
In Kitchen Accessories
Stoneware.

Lots of Placemats
Napkins 8, Glassware

Bin of Baskets

111

Your Choice

Mon.-Sat. 10-5

753-8738
Dixieland Shopping Center

Murray, Ky.

Mother's Day
Count Down
Jewelry&
Diamond Sale

30%0FF ALL14K GOLD!

20%0FF ALL WATCHES!

BUY NOW & SAVE BIG!
CHARGE YOUR PURCHASE...
UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY!
'Excluding Keepsake

•51,

-1-1101altzGraff"

f124k

DINNER FOR FOUR
$999

Mix
Sue 0
at 6
Count

Sup'
suddei
be al
Callm
Cente

Start With Our

Hospital Patients Listed

Frances Drake

The Showcase

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain

EWELERS
Bel-Ali Shopping Ch..

Or
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Community rxents

,

THE ACES*IR

Listed

-Thursday,May29
Saturday, May 30
Thursday,May 28
Mixed tennis with Don and
"You Can't Take It With
The third night production
Sue Overbey as hosts will be You" will be presented at 8 of "You Can't Take It With
at 6 p.m. at the Murray p.m. by a student cast of You" will be at 8 p.m. at the
Country Club.
Community Theatre at Murray-Calloway Park. In
charge is a student cast and
Wranglers Riding Club Murray-Calloway Park.
crew of the Conuntudty
will meet at 8 p.m. at the
Disabled American Theatre.
riding club.
Veterans Chapter and AuxCalloway County 4-H iliary are scheduled to meet
Youth of the First United
Horse and Pony Club will at 7 p.m. at the Legion pall. ,
meetst 2 p.m. at theCounty
Methodist Church will sponExtension Office to leave for
Ladies Night for Knights sor a show of summer wear
• trip to Paris Landing. Each of Columbus will be at St. from 1:30 to 3 p.m. at the
one should bring money for Leo's Catholic Church with church. Tickets will be $3 for
dinner.
Bernard and June Seyer as adults and $2 for youth. A
hosts.
A potluck dinner will nursery will be provided.
Support group for SIDS,
be
served.
sudden death syndrome, will
Plant sale will be from 8
be at 7:30 p.m. at the
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Senior
29
May
Friday,
Calloway County Health
located
Memorial Baptist Church Citizens Greenhouse,
Centeelb
Episcopal
John's
St.
behind
Puppeteers will present a
Youth Lock-In will be at 10 program at 8:30 p.m. at the Church.
p.m.at the Memorial Baptist Hillnian Ferry Campground •
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Church.
in the Land Between the
will meet at 8 p.m. at
Alanon
Lakes.
the west end of the Livestock
Bible Journaling Group of
Center.
First Christian Church will
Mothers Morning Out will and Exposition
0.
B.
home
of
meet at the
be at 9 a.m. at the First
Square and round dancing
and Margaret Boone at 7 Christian Church.
will
be at 7:30 p.m. at the
p.m.
of the World Hall.
Woodmen
Youth Group and Friends
Gamma Gamma Chapter
of
St.
Leo's
Catholic
Church
Sunday, May 31
of Beta Sigma Phi will have
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Ray
a salad supper and last will start on their canoe trip.
meeting of the year at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray.Calloway County Park.

5% OFF
The Factory
Advertised Price
Big Selection
of

VENTURA

Keepsake
Wedding
Sets
We Must them
Our laveatory

Furches
Jewelry
Cowl Simon

Wranglers Riding Club will have open house in
will ride for points at 7:30 celebration of their 50th wedp.m. at the club.
ding anniversary from 2:30
to 5:30 p.m. at their home on
Hazel and Douglas Centers Route 1, Puryear, Tenn.
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Flint Baptist Church will
Senior Citizens with lunch at hold its annual homecoming.
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
Fellowship and pounding
Meeting for chairmen of for Ken and Linda Adams
World Mission Conference of will be at 8 p.m. at the
the Blood River Baptist Fellowship Hall of First BapAssociation will be held at tist Church.
the Hardin Baptist Church at
7 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip G
Twilight Golf will be held Rogers will have open house
at the Murray Country Club in celebration of their 25th
'with tee off times between 4 wedding anniversary from 3
to 5 p.m. at their home on
and 6 p.m.
Almo Route 1. The family reShopping for Senior quests that guests not bring
Citizens will be held and call gifts.
753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
Ellerson Fa-mily of
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon Brownville, Tenn., will sing
at 3 p.m. at the Mt. Horeb
shopping.
Freewill Baptist Church.
Second night of"You Can't
Take It With You," student
Coldwater Church of
production of Community Christ will have its annual
Theatre, will be at 8 p.m. at homecoming.
the Murray-Calloway Park.

(the defenders must discard
in such a way so as to be
able to cash three spade
winners when West gains
the lead). ,
The miser plays the hand
The miser wins over the much better. He
cashes only
spendthrift in the play of five of dummy's
diamonds,
today's unusual game. saving the others for
a rainy
There are times that one day. His last seven cards
must not cash sure winners are the K-Q in both majors
even if it means they may and the K-Q-10 of
clubs.
be lost for good.
After taking five diamonds,
Dummy's club jack wins he leads a club and now the
the first trick and the' defense is finished. The
spendthrift is elated to be in miser cannot be • stopped
dummy. How else could he fram scoring five diamonds get there to cash all those and three clubs and either a
good diamonds?
heart or a spade, depending
With little else in mind, upon the whims of the
the spendthrift cashes all
seven diamonds and must
reduce to five cards. He
NORTH
5-28-A
•7 5
decides to hold on to his
•8 2
spade king, and the K-Q in
•AKQJ1075
hearts and clubs.
•J 3
A heart is led from dumWEST
EAST
my to try to steal his ninth
•A 8 2
•10 9 6 4
trick but West is wide •A 10 3
•9 7 6 4
awake. He wins his heart •4 3 2
•9 8 6
ace, cashes the spade ace to •A 8 5 4
472
drop South's king and South
SOUTH
never gets his ninth trick
•K Q J 3
VKQJ5
•
•K Q 1096

Of Interest To

Senior
Citizens
Plant Sale
Is Saturday

Vulnerable: Both.
South. The bidding:

Dealer

South
14
l•
3 NT

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Club four

This Saturday, May 30,
will be the last weekend sale
this year at the Senior
Citizens Greenhouse,located
on Broach Street behind the
St. John's Episcopal Church,
1620 West Main Street, Murray. Hours will be from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Kathie Gentry, manager,
said there is still a good
selection of tomato and pepper plants which have been
reduced with many at half
price. A good selecti9K of
begonias, sultana, and hanging baskets are also on sale.
Although the greenhouse
will not be open on future
weekends, the regular hours
will continue on Monday and
Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 12
noon and Thursday from 1 to
3 p.m.

defense.
It's nice to have a long
string of winners. But it
doesn't pay to cash them all
when one has no safe
discards.
Bid with Corn
South holds

502-753-4723

girrel, KY.

• v.4,)•

The
Charity Ball

3
u•O'

South
24

ANSWER: Three no trump.
Might be the'last chance -to
play there and with a balanced hand and major
stoppers. why not bid it
now?
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

°Of-PMcgoNlo*3-Avaclk
Final Week Of
Our Anniversary Sale
Remember"

COFFEE BREAK
NEW YORK (AP) — In
1981, office workers will
drink more than 9 billion
cups of coffee, predicts the
National Coffee Service
Association.
According to Hatton
Smith, president of NCSA,
which supplies coffee services to more than 1.2
million office locations
across the country,
Americans now consume
more coffee than any other
nation in the world.

Pictures
Bedspreads
Mirrors
Wicker

Novelties
Kitchenware
Table Linens
and Much More

Don't Miss Our One and Only
Sale of The Year
Hwy.641 N.
Adjoining Wiggins Furniture

•••et
i
i irl

smorris

•i

•

A Benefit for the MurrayCalloway County Comprehensive Care Center

SRATITS

Saturday, May 30 at the
MSU University Center Music for Dancing Performed by the Byron
Gallimore Band

THE
BERMUDA
SHUFFLE

•

•tUlt••

Murray, Ky.

Redefine Your Summer-Time Excitement!

.

A Wonderful Evening for
YOU,

Call to order
your tickets:
753-3257 or

These Bermuda Bags are great
for all occasions beca use you can
change covers so easily and be ready
for an entirety different look. Get in
on the tun and good looks of summer rith
a Bermuda Bag and several extra covers.

5.

753-677
•

Starks Hardware ;

sooperb \ suiparbl adi 1: MAJESTIC, NOBLE 2:
RICH, SUMPTUOUS 3: of supreme excellence or
beauty.

•

•„•15".

•

It is our pleasure to
announce that Edwina
Kay Elkins bride-elect of
Thomas Ira Rogers has
selected her dishes and
kitchen accessories from
our complete bridal
registry. Edwina and
Thomas will be married
JulyA, 1981

5-28-B

•A 8 2
•A 103
•4 3 2
46 A 8 5 4

North
10
34

-41°Vrliitit'iA)z*Vii**

Bright's givim•suliVbrils- n (Bright's Women's
Fashions — 1911 — Paducah & Murray, Ky.: any
of several women's fashions for swimming or for
sun-bathing, particularly noted for complete
selection of contemporary brands,styles and colors.
Ideal fashion for fun in the water.

Ezell Beauty
'School

•

North
l•
3•
Pass

SCOTT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Don Scott of
Murray Route 7 are the
parents of a baby girl,
Shawna Rene, weighing
seven pounds 13 ounces,
measuring 2042 inches, born
on Thursday, May 7, at 12:32
p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Tammy Ford. The father ia.,
employed at Terry Turner's
Body Shop.
Maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dodd
of Murray and parnal
grandparents are Mr: and
Mrs. R. C. Scott, also of Murray.

swhessit\iswim-,siit\n:a suit for swimming or bathing.
For Women: 1: Originally a costume for outdoor
bathing,like a knee-length dress with underpants or
bloomers attached, worn with stockings and
slippers. 2: Now, a close-fitting garment worn in
water for swimming or for sun-bathing, usually of
stretchable jersey or lastex and in printed cotton.

You can become a licensed cosmetologist in one year,
or a licensed manicurist-in three months.
Throe Enrolling Classes Each Tear
40.1onooty *June •August
Enrol Now For Classes Beginning
Jane 8th, 1981
Call or Come By

‘
!1 '• •
4100•
•
••
•
sf

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

Miss Karen Jo McCuiston Carroll County Board of
Education by co-workers of
and Jon Tracy Ca
the bride-elect. Approxwhose marriage willrP
*
b
event on May 30 have been imately 30 people attended
honored at several prenup- or sent gifts.
- On May 19 the Huntingdon
tial events.
A personal shower was Primary School of Hunheld May 5 at the home of tingdon, Tenn., at an inforMrs. Gail Blalock. The mal gathering presented the
hostesses were Mrs. Blalock, bride-elect with a portable
Miss Diane McCuiston, Mrs. mixer and towel set.
A miscellaneous shower
Rita McCuidton, Miss Renee'
Tobey, and Mrs. Becky was held at the home of Mr.
Vance. Approximately 15 and Mrs. Nick Horton on
people attended or sent gifts. May 22. Approximately 30
A kitchen shower was held people attended or sent gifts.
May 9 at Mrs. Glenda
Rowlett's home. The
hostesses were Mrso Paula
Kinsolving and Mrs.
Rowlett. Approximately 20
people attended or sent gifts.
A gift tea was held May 16
at the Elm Grove Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall. The
hostesses were Mesdames
Charles Burkeen, Albert
Cassity, Jr., Cortell Chaney,
James Chaney, Kenneth
Clark, Isaac Dowdy, Rupert
Emerson, Walt Fulkerson,
Charles Henry, Jim Kelly,
Lamon Lovett, Dan McNutt,
S. 12th
Ron McNutt, Billy Outland,
Charles Outland, James
Outland, Alfred Williams
and Henry B. Willoughby.
The hostesses presented the
couple with a toaster oven
and money gift. Approximately 100 persons attended
or sent gifts.
On May 18 the couple was
"A Shop to
with
honored
a
miscellaneous shower at the

211.77_48141i-41-

SRIOITS

Pay Monthly For
Cosmetology Training

4.s.7
•

"A miser grows rich by
seeeming poor; an extravagant man grows poor by
seeming rich." — William
Shenstone.

Prenuptial,Erents Held
In Honor Bridal Couple

Saturday, May 30
Charity Ball for the benefit
of Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center
will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
at the University Center
Ballroom, Murray State
University. Tickets may be
ordered by calling 753-3257
or 753-6776.

Pay Monthly

406 N.ifth

A G. CORN, JR.

.410, Cata
.
• •.•
I
144
• • Q.

IOU

Open Fridays

West
Side

ORMIIITS

Court
Squat c

8:30 P.M.

PAG
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Editorial

-

Criminal Justice
Americans who are exasperated with the way the
courts treat convicted
murderers have found an ally
-in Justice William H. Rehnquist of the U.S. Supreme
Court. He has lambasted
members of his own court for
permitting the "endlessly
drawn out legal proceedings"
that frustrate the intent of
capital punishment laws.
Five years have passed
since the Supreme Court ruled
that capital punishment is
constitutional. Some 30 states
have adopted death penalty
laws in accordance with that
decision, including California,
where support of the death
penalty has been affirmed by
a public vote.
Yet the death sentence has
been carried out only four
times since 1976. There are 750
prisoners on death rows
across the nation, more than
50 of them in California's San
Quentin prison. As Justice
Rehnquist puts it, the death

penalty is virtually an "illusion" and the Supreme Court
must share responsibility for
"this mockery of our criminal
justice system."
The case that brought down
his wrath is fairly typical. It
involves a man convicted of
torturing and murdering six
members of a family in
Georgia. The crime occurred
in 1973. The case has been in
the courts for nearly eight
years, moving up and down
the ladder of appeals, still
with no end in sight.

Garrott's Galley

Remember The Old Club Trocadero
And The Big Bands It Featured?

Justice Rehnquist is worried
about the consequences to
society when duly enacted
laws to punish murderers are
not carried out. This can
Dick Rutledge is one of our good
tempt the public to take the neighbors on the south side of town.
law into its own hands through When he isn't washing his cars or
-vigilante justice and lynch walking around his place on the corner of Fairlane and Glendale, he is
law," he says. That's frighten- comptroller at the
Ryan Milk operaing. We hope his colleagues on tion here in Murray.
the Supreme Court — and
Dick grew up in New Harmony,
judges in the lower courts —
Ind., and has been in Murray for
are listening.
about five years, moving here from

trOsittnaton Today
nor the authority to promote human
An AP News Analysis
. rights in other nations.
By WALTER R. MEARS
It is that two senators, one of each
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON ( AP) — There party, say he told them opposition to
never was any doubt of President his nomination was "communist inReagan's intent to markedly alter the spired." Lefever said he hadn't, then
high-profile human rights policy of his said he didn't mean to suggest a conDemocratic predecessor. He said he spiracy.
would,all campaign long.
Those issues and others point to a
An administration job which didn't Senate controversy the administraeven exist until four years ago, has tion really doesn't need, although the
become a celebrated position now, White House and the State Departthanks to Reagan's nomination of ment both say that the president isn't
Ernest W.Lefever.
budging on the Lefever nomination.
His nomination is embroiled in conThere are threats of a liberal
troversy, and may be in jeopardy, filibuster when and if the nomination
over his past pronouncements on reaches the Senate floor. There also is
human rights policy and assorted the possibility of a divisive fight
other items — ranging from corn- between moderate and conservative
munists to infant formulas.
Republican senators over what is
At one point, when President Carter--really a less-than-central issue.
was pressing a human rights policy
that led to U.S. complaints against
authoritarian allies, Lefever said that
cause was none of America's
business, a position he since has
disavowed.
He argues that U.S. protests ought
to be aimed at gross violations of
human rights "by adversary states,
notably the Soviet Union."
He maintains that quiet diplomacy
is the most effective way to work with
American allies.
Those points reflect what Reagan
had been saying all along. He criticized Carter's human rights approach as
out of balance, saying it emphasized
the shortcomings of regimes friendly
to the United States and didn't stress
the sins of communist nations.
Reagan always said he bowed to no
one in his advocacy of human rights.
But he also said the national interest
had to come first.
's. 1rrror
On policy, Lefever's views are in
tune with Reagan's. Were it otherwise, he wouldn't be around for long.
But his - problems don't end with
policy. If that were the case, he would
face criticism from Senate liberals
who want a Carter-style policy purNEW YORK AP) — While many
sued — and know they won't get it.
But he wouldn't have Republicans Americans — two-thirds, by some
sniping at him, and his confirmation estimates — are struggling to keep
from being inundated by the tide of inwould not be in doubt.
His problem is that he said three flation, others are afloat in a life style
years ago Congress should erase all they never had dreamed would be
human rights statutes from laws theirs.
The second homes, the boats, the
governing American dealings with
foreign governments, a position he fine cars, the clubs and fancy
restaurants attest to the good times
now says was in error.
It is that he )wrote that the United some people are able to live during a
States has neither the responsibility period of inflation that has left others
badly strained.
Who are these people who figured
Mirrray Ledger & Times
out inflation? The professionals, to
USPS3001-700)
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson begin with. The doctors and lawyers
Editor
R.Gene McCutcheon
who have been able to adjust fees to
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, the rate of inflation, and sometimes
Owistinas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiv- even more.
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St,
Middle and top corporate managers
Murray,Ky. 42071. Second Class Portage Paid at
whose families are raised and whose
Murray,Ky. 43071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
housing bills have been paid and who
carners, $3.25 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har- now find themselves at their peak earning power.Soon they will be retired.
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farnsington, Ky., and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., P4.30 per
Retirees, in fact, are often included
year By mail to other destinations; POP per
among those enjoying the good life.
year
Member of /modeled Press, Kentucky Press Having had the fortune and foresight
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
to invest when they could, they greatThe tamonated Press is exclusively entitled to
ly supplement their pensions. And
republish local news originated by The Murray some have proceeds
from selling cityLodger & Times as well as all other AP news.
area houses at prices higher than
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Bmbiem Office
7334211 those at the resorts.
Clamified Advertiming.
Two income-families are among the
Retail(DIayl Advertising
733-1313
comfortable
Circulation
set. In many households
7$3.13111
News and Sports Dept
.
733-10111
both parents work because they must.
In others they work for the extras,like

A
GUY W110
LEAN% OA)

FAM IV/
TREE vita
NEvE1R 6ET
our oF
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By M.C.Garrott

Indianapolis. While traveling around
the country as a private business consultant, he had been calling on. Jim
Garrison at the Murray Plant. So, he
wasn't exactly a stranger to Murray
when he moved his family here and
went to work with Ryan.
The other day Dick shared

something interesting and nostalgic
with me.It was a copy of the week-byweek record of the bands, comedians,
singers and special acts which appeared at th old Club Trocadero
between Henderson and Evansville
++++++
I never was at Club Trocadero, but I
heard a lot about it in my younger
years. It was one of the most wellknown night clubs in this part of the
country. It was a gambling casino as
well.
As you went into Evansville from
Henderson, it was located right on the
Indiana side of the Ohio River.
Although closed since 1950, the old
building where some of the country's
greatest dance bands played is still

The White House

'Boss'Is Taking A Rest
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ronald
Reagan's staff may be the first in the
White House in a generation — at
least since Dwight D. Eisenhower —
to have no fear in saying that their
boss is taking a few days rest.
Try as they might to discover that
under a guise of woodchopping, the
president was really working at more
conventional tasks, reporters at Santa
Barbara, Calif., last weekend
reported, for the most part, on such
duties as horseback riding three days
in a row.
Spokesman Larry Speakes, on a
foggy, cool Memorial Day, told the
world President Reagan's schedule
that afternoon, "as you might guess,
is clearing brush and chopping
wood."
And with that — and a few words
pried out of him about such diverse
subjects as the Middle East and Nancy Reagan's fear of field mice at the
ranch — he announced that his next
briefing would be at 6 p.m. The time
was set because it would allow sun
worshippers on the White House staff
and in the press corps to pursue their
By JOHN CUNNIFF

Inflation May Hurt Some
But Seems To Help Others
a cottage. Over the years they add to
the cottage, probably renting it out
from time to time. Their mortgage
rate is low, and so is the mortgage.
But the value has skyrocketed.
Entertainment people are among
those living the good life. Performer
incomes,including those of athletes in
a dozen different sports, have soared
in recent years. And none of them
needs an investment adviser to encourage them to invest in the good
life.
And then there is the individual who
figured out long ago that if inflation
was the name of the game, as they
say, he would learn the rules and play
the game to the ultimate.
He ignored the old thesis that said
you lived conservatively and you saved regularly for that day in the future
when you could raise your lifestyle.
He wanted it now,and he borrowed in
order to buy it.
• He bought his second home when
they weren't so popular. He put down
as little as he could and he borrowed
the rest at interest rates less than half
those of today. If pressed, he refinanced.
Various studies have long shown the'
sharp dichotomy in the two styles of
life, but there is nothing like a day trip
to the prime resorts near every
population center to bring home the
point in vivid,living color.

solar activities.
While Reagan loped around his 688
acres, there was a fascination with
motion 30 miles east-southeast down
the coast where the White House staff
set up temporary headquarters in
Santa Barbara.
Up the road, just below a summit
where the blacktop gave way to dusty
red-brown dirt, a police officer and
Secret Service agent standing in front
of a locked gate were the only
evidence that Ronald Reagan was in
the vicinity.
Unlike Plains, Ga., home of one
president, Santa Barbara, now the
preferred home of another, shows no
inclination to capitalize on its celebrity. It was known for many things — its
mild climate,palm trees, beaches and
a brutal off-shore oil blowout — long
before Ronald Reagan became president.
Although the best part of the day
was given to the activities that helped
him achieve a ruddy, sunburned look
— riding and woodchopping —
Reagan devoted some time to his
business.
Speakes said this included reviewing written reports on Philip C.
Habib's mission to the Middle East.
Telephone contact with the special envoy was deemed unnecessary. Also
deemed unnecessary was any
photograph of the president at his ranch. News photographers and the official White House photographer were
told to stay away.
The Reagans, said spokesman
Michael K. Deaver, "just wanted to
get out and relax and see their ranch"
alone.
Reporters had to be content with
seeing Reagan for one minute and 11
seconds while he transferred from his
Marine Corps helicopter to Air Force
One at Point Mugu, Naval Air Station
in Oxnard,Calif., Tuesday.
The networks were not satisfied.
They staked out positions in the mountains near the ranch with the most
powerful cameras or lenses they
could muster. CBS appeared to win
the battle with a camera used to cover
the space shuttle.

Thoughts
In Season
By Kea Wolf
Winning is important to most of us,
yet we can easily become confused
about the deeper meaning of "winning" and "losing."
Perhaps this is why columnist
Sydney Harris wrote these words
many years ago in the Chicago
Mime:
A Winner credits his 'Good
lAick" for wiludlig — even if it
Isn't good hick; A Loser
blames his'Bad Lack' for losing — eves if it isn't bed luck.

there,so Dick says.
A fellow he met in Evansville and
who had been a bartender at Club
Trocadero in its heyday had the
original band and entertainers record
and gave Dick a copy of it in its entirety.
The meager money paid some of the
most famous of the big band organizations of that era literally shocks you
when compared wih the huge sums
paid some of the wild, thunderous
groups on the music scene today.
++++++
For example, Henry Busse and his
band played there for one night in 1939
for $1,000. Count Basie and his band
played one night in 1940 for only $600,
as did Blue Barron and his band.
Can you imagine getting Duke Ellington and his band for a one-night
stand for 9600. That's what they got
there in 1939. The next year,they were
back for another one-night engagement, but made a little more that
time-9700.
On Nov. 21, 1941, just before Pearl
Haibor, Jan Garbor, "the idol of the
air lanes," and his great band from
the Chicago big ballrooms played
there for one night for only $650.
Almost three years later Glen Gray
and the Casa Loma band — familiar
to all who remember the Camel
Caravan radio series — played at
Club Trocadero one night for $500.
Hal Kemp and his band — known for
their familiar theme, "Got a Date
with an Angel," and the singing of
Skinnay Ennis, played there the night
of Sept. 21, 1940,for $600.
++++++
Sometimes, the bands were booked
into the club for engagements running
from one to several weeks.
Clyde McCoy of "Sugar Blues"
fame and his band played at the club
for 10 nights in 1947 for $3,250.
Joe Sanders, known as "the old lefthander" and heard with his band
almost every night on the radios in the
Murray State dorms from the
Blackhawk Restaurant in Chicago,
apparently became a big favorite of
the Club Trocadero patrons.
He and his band played seven
engagements there, ranging from 10
days to five weeks in length. Their top
earnings reached $1,750 per week.
Pinkey Tomlin,remembered for his
catchy "Object of My Affections,"
played there for two weeks in April,
1941, just about the time I VMS going
into the Army,for $1,600 a week.
++++++
Among the few names I recognized
in the speciality acts — the comedians, trios, jugglers, dancing dogs,
and what-have-you — were those of
Nick Lucas and Jack Leonard.
Lucas played the banjo and wrote
"Tiptoe Through the Tulips." He was
paid $500 a week for a 12-day engagement. Leonard, a standup comedian,
performed for two weeks in August of
1941 for $150 per week.
++++++
Those were exciting times — those
years of the big bands — when for less
than a buck you could spend an entire
evening watching and listening to the
music of your favorite orchestra.
If you didn't have the buck, which few did, you could tune them in almost
any time day or night on just about
any radio station in the country.
Too, those were different, far less
pressured times, and few changes we
have seen in the years since are more
emphasized than a comparison of
some of Sin music of today — that of
the Beach Boys,the Oak Ridge Boys,
Sha-Na-Na, the Statler Brothers Rod
Stewart and the others — with that of
the big bands.
I'm sure there area lot of he old, big
band musicians still around.I'm sure,
too, that they, when they see the
tremendous foes paid some of today's
so-called musicians, simply shake
their heads as if to say to themselves,
"I was just born 40 year too soon!"

Kenneth C. Imes of Almo is apparently the winner of the Fifth
District Representative's race in view
of the findings of a recanvass of
Calloway County precincts conducted
today instead of Guy Lovins as announced on May 26.
Deaths reported include William J.
Douglas, 21, from injuries sustained
May 19 in a fall from a fraternity
truck, and Lawrence E. ( Kenton)
Treas, 42, in a car and truck collision
on May 27.
Mrs. Mary Ella Garland will
celebrate her 100th birthday on May
30, according to a feature story, written by Jo Burkeen, and published today.
Larry Phillip Burkeen, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rule P. Burkeen, and Jerry
Hughes,'"son of Mr. and Mrs. Justin
Hughes, were inducted into the U. S.
Army in the May draft call from
Calloway County, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams,executive secretary of
Local Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service.
Jimmy Billington resigned due to ill
health as superintendent of the Murray City Street Department after serving for 27 years. Roy Knight was
named to succeed Billington.
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20 Years Ago
A Murray State College coed from
Mayfield, Marcia Gail Chumbler,
reigned today over the festivities of
the annual Kentucky Mountain Laurel
Festival. She was chosen from 19
representatives of Kentucky colleges
and universities.
Charles Robertson, Shirley Crutcher, Patsy Bailey, Jerry Hendon,
Hemp Brooks, Charles Eldridge, and
Robert McDaniel are honor students
of the senior class of Murray College
High School.
Miss Tina Sprunger, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, was
chosen as queen of the Junior-Senior
Prom for Murray High School held at
Paris Landing Inn. She was crowned
by last year's queen, Mary Wells
Overbey.
Wendell P. Butler, superintendent
of public instruction for Kentucky,
will speak at the graduation exercises
at.Calloway County High School on
May 31.
Mrs. Edwin Larson reviewed the
book, All Women of the Bible by Edith
Deen, at the meeting of the Magazine
Club held at the home of Dr. Ora
Mason.

.3() }ears Ago
Hal Shipley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene D. Shipley, won the public
speaking contest in the Regional
Speech Meet of the Future Farmers of
America. He is a member of the Murray Training School FFA Chapter.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Lenora Johnson, 65, Joe F. Luter, 76,
and J. W.(Will) Hutchins,76.
The Rev. Euria Mathis has accepted the pastorate of the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
The Murray Lions Club will hold a
box supper tomorrow night at the
cafeteria of Murray High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield are
attending the national convention of
the Rotary Club being held at Atlantic
City, N. J.

Bible Thought
Foe even Ito' Son of man came
not to be mitered unto, bate.
sakeister and to give his Vie a raw
aosa for many. Mart 10:43.
Just when we think the whole
world should bow down to us, we
see Jesus as the perfect example for
life.

Today ht History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 28, the
148th day of 1981. There are 217 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On May 28, 1940, more than 300,000
Allied troops began evacuating
Dunkirk, France, as Belgium surrendered to the German invaders during World War II.
On this date:
In 1934, Oliva Dionne gave birth to
quintuplets in a farmhouse near
Callender,Ontario.
In 1961, the Paris-to-Bucharest
"Orient Express" train made its final
trip after 78 years.
And in 1962, the New York Stock
Market took its biggest loss since October 1929.
Ten years ago: The Soviet Union
launched a five-ton spacecraft toward
Mars.
Five years ago: The United States
and the Soviet Union signed a treaty
limiting the size of underground
nuclear explosions set off for peaceful
purposes.
One year ago: Thirty-one of President Richard Nixon's 950 Watergate
tape recordings were made available
to the public for the first time at the
National Archives.
Today's birthdays: Publisher
Hemet- Roulet is 59 years old and
Turkey's former premier — &dent
Ecevit — is 56.
Thought for today: Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers. — Lord Alfred
Tennyson,English poet(1809-1192). 4
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Who's To Decide What's Best For Baby Sara?
heal," are rejecting surgery
for Sara, but the state of
Oregon may decide otherwise.
At issue is the balance
between religious freedom
and parental rights and the
state's interest in a child's
future: The county deputy
district attorney is studying
a court-ordered doctor's
report on Sara, and may
decide to ask the court to
order surgery for the
hydrocephalus. sometimes
called water on the brain,
that is slowly enlarging her
head.
Arnold Jensen, Sara's
father and a follower of the
fundamentalist Church of
the First Born,insists: "God
is the first choice and people
who take surgery or medication have settled for second
best. We believe the age of
miracles still is....We believe
this because we've seen it."
The doctors' report on
Sara is confidential. But Dr.
John Isom, a pediatric

By LINDA KRAMER
Associated Press Writer
SALEM,Ore.( API —Sara
Jensen will be a year old
next week, but she can't sit
up or crawl because her
head is too big. Her parents,
, who say "God can still

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who ' have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Nita, ledges & ies by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m_ Saturdays ore urged
to call 1511914 between 5:30 Om
and 6 p.c.
Ihreeek Friday.
3:30 pie 'add pi. Sinless.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by p.• weekdays or4 pie. Saturdays to guorantee
deliverv.
The regular business office
hours of The Mimi Ledger I Timesore
a.m. le 5 p.n. Monday
through Friday and ail. to seek.
Saturdays.

neurologist who examined
says
her,
most
hydrocephalic babies are
operated on as soon as the
condition is detected. The
usual procedure, he said, is
to install a shunt to drain off
cerebral fluid pressing on
the brain and enlarging the
skull.
Untreated, Isom said, the
condition "could be lifethreatening." He said it is
difficult to generalize about
prospects
the
for
hydrocephalic children, adding that in an uncomplicated case, with a
shunt, "They can live for a
long time. But most of the
cases we deal with are not
simple. There are lots of
other things wrong."
Sara didn't see a doctor
until seven months after her
head began enlarging
because her parents' church
interprets the Bible as baruiing medical treatment.
Jensen said the church
operates in about 17 states,

and that the local congregation has two dozen families.
"We love our daughter
very much and don't feel we
are depriving her," said
Jensen, a 43-year-old construction worker in
Brownsville, a rural community about 40 miles south
of Salem,Oregon's capital.
He went along with a Linn
County Circuit Court order
last month requiring Sara to
be evaluated by doctors, an
order sought by the. state
after a public health nurse
spotted the child's condition.
Sara, whose first birthday is
June 5, lives at home, but is
officially in state custody.
The Oregon attorney
general's office says the
state couldn't interfere if
Sara was an adult, but the
law requires action if a
child's health is endangered.
Doctors say that the goal
in treating hydrocephalic
babies is to prevent progressive brain damage, and
that a child's skull may

reduce in size after surgery.
The condition is generally
caused by a brain infection,
sometimes before birth.
Linn County Deputy
District Attorney Richard
Mario has the medical
reports on Sara and must
decide whether to seek
surgery.
"We are looking out for the
best welfare of the child,"
said Mario, who expects a
June court hearing. "It
doesn't have to be a lifethreatening case. It can be a
question of a better quality
of life and how she spends
her life."
Jensen and his 42-year-old
wire, Donna, are trying to
get help from the American
Civil Liberties Union. Their
attorney, Brian Jackson,
said the ACLU has not
responded to the request.
We feel like they are infringing on our civil liberties
because they want to take
Sara and medicate her and
the tenets of our church

teach against that,"
Mrs. Jensen.

the size of her head.

d

She said Sara cannot sit or
crawl, but that she can roll
across the floor to reach a
favorite toy. And Mrs.
Jensen said doctors told her
Sara's head is growing and
that at least one physician
says surgery is necessary.
Mrs. Jensen said she did
not know the circumference
of Sara's head, but that she
needs a jacket with a hood
large enough for a 5-yearold. The Jensens' lawyer has
reTused to allow Sara to be
photographed.

The Jensens have five
other children. Another son,
Tony, died at home of meningitis at age 15 in 1976, the
Jensens said. In 1974, he had
been in a car accident and
was hospitalized overnight
under a court order. The
family took him home the
next day and say he
recovered.

parental refusal of ine(in•,2;
care on religious grounds

"Three to 10 times a ear
child will die of untreated
natural diseases,- said stiltt.
medical examiner 1)r
William Brady. •.Thennumber of tragic sh.ri.•
This touches a ver.ri
net-1)c
parents rights.,‘,
their children. I ma)
personal feelings when
an autopsy on these kin.,
There are no state or coun- find they died of diabete,
ty records on the number
meningitis because th,
child deaths attributed to they didn't see a doctor
of

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

"Which takes precedence,
the right to practice their
religion or the police power
of the state to overrule and
say the welfare of the child
takes precedence?" said the
Jensens' lawyer. He said the
doctors' report says Sara
probably will suffer some
retardation and describes
her as disabled because of
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Off-Duty Policeman Killed In IRA Town Stronghold
was getting into his own
By ED BLANCHE
vehicle
Wednesday night in
Writer
Press
Associated
BELFAST, Northern Whiteernss, in South ArIreland i AP) — An off-duty magh County, police said.
There was no inuneciiate
policeman was shot and killed in the border town of claim of responsibility for
Whitvcross, an Irish the killing.
He was the ninth
Army
Republican
in Belfast policeman killed this year in
while
stronghold.
Buren
Van
Abigail
By
an IRA hunger striker ended sectarian violence in Norhis fast after two weeks thern Ireland and the 149th
because of a perforated slain in the province since
August 1969.
stomach ulcer.
Brendan McLaughlin, 29,
The IRA said such a
off his fast Wednesday
have
called
wouldn't
death
speedy
DEAR ABBY: I don't know which appalls me more. —
your patronizing tone, or your completely incorrect answer put enough pressure on Nor- night, the first of the current
LADELPHIA, who complained of being under thern Ireland's British_ .crop_of hunger__ strikers to
44-1
quit short of death. The IRA
the control of "some kind of witch... You give me the rulers.
impression you've already decided that "they ain't no sich The 45-year-old police of- was expected to name
.emmal.•as hexes and spiritual oppression. The danger with ficer, who was not im- another convicted guerrilla
kic h an attitude is that if just possibly there is such a thing. mediately identified, was hit in the Maze Prison today to
ou'll completely ignore the only right answer.
times by gunshots fast in his place.
our ad% ice to E. should have been to find a good Bible- several
a nearby car as he Four other hunger strikers
from
fired
it
If
.'" believing minister and tell him or her the probletn.
in F's mind, the minister could send him to if
really t
gd psvt'hlzitNst. But if it's a spiritual problem instead,
there isn't a pyschiatrist in the whole world who can do a
thIng
.:orry, Abby. You blew it.
OKINAWA

Dealt)

14

Fear of Witches Needs
Psychiatrist's Clean Sweep

— Bpbby Sands, Francis
Hughes, Raymond McCreesh inid Patrick O'Hara
-- have died this month after
about two months of fasting.
Their deaths touched off
rioting in Roman Catholic
sections of Belfast, Londonderry and other cities.
But the widespread sytii--•
path for the piioners and
criticism n of the British
government which their
deaths produced in Western
Europe and American was of
much more importance to
the.IRA than the violence in._
Northern Ireland.
Three fasting convicts who
replaced Sands, McCreesh
and O'Hara are not yet in
critical condition, prison officials say.

Sands began the hunger
strikes March 1 to drum up
support for the IRA's demand that guerrillas jailed
for their fight against British
rule in Northern Ireland be
given the status and
privileges of political
prisoners, including exemption from prison work, free
association with each other
and the right to wear their
own clothes instead of prison
uniforms.
Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher adamantly refuses
lit.grantllie demand.contending that special status
would legitimize the IRA
Provisional wing's terror
campaign to unite the
Protestant-majority province.' with the predominant-

ly Roman Catholic Irish
Republic to the south. The
opposition Labor Party as
well as her own Conservatives support her
stand.
The IRA's goal after

unification is a Marxist
Ireland. It is outlawed in
therepublic as well as in the
North, and its members are
denied the status of political
prisoners there also.

ALL FAMOUS NAME
WATCHES

ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED'

5cr/

LAYAWAY FOR

GRADUATION

U''

1ENTIRE STOCK REDUCEDI
ramie.

BR AIR SHOPPING CENTER—MVRRAY

DEAR OKINAWA: A "good Bible-believing minister" may be an authority on spiritual matters, but
he isn't qualified to evaluate one's mental condition.
'I hat's a psychiatrist's job, and that's why I sent E. to
a psychiatrist.
If the psychiatrist finds E. to be mentally sound,
then E. should find a person of deep religious faith
and conviction who will call upon God to deliver him
or her) from the clutches of evil.

•

DEAR ABBY: Today a young man in his 20s came into
k,or office and applied for a jon. We always hire a few extra
ople for the summer season. He won't get a job. His
application went into the wastebasket as soon as he left.
lie misspelled the town he lives in. the school he attended
and the month he was born, plus several other words. His
penmanship was so bad the manager couldn't figure out his
Lst name or telephone number.
Considering the unemployment in this area, we're sure he
nt•eds a job. He is married and the father of one. I hope the
,ung people who read this letter will make a special effort
in school or on their own to improve the skills that will get
them jobs. We don't have time to teach a high school
graduate ho•iv to spell and write. Even starting at the bottom
is better than no job at all.
CONCERNED IN IDAHO

...Spoil them
with your gift
of the most comfortable
seat in the house.
an

DEAR CONCERNED: Well said. Students?
5

DEAR ABBY: What can be done about a devout cheapskate. There are several people in our office, and we all take
turns bringing in doughnuts or other pastries for breakfast.
One person always helps himself without being invited, but
he never brings in a thing. Also, when there's an office party
th-e
and A•cryone either -h-ritig-g -a-dikfiWe
purchase of an item,'he never has "change," or he has some
other excuse, but he always shows up to eat.
It's embarrassing to have to ask him for the money, so
most of the time he gets by without paying at all. By the
way, he is in a _higher position than the rest of us and makes
at least twice the salary we-do.
This must be a problem in many offices. What is the
solution?
IN THE HOLE IN LOUISVILLE

Being a mom or dad is hard
work. So why not give him or
her something to fall back on?
An Action recliner makes a perfect present!

DEAR IN THE HOLE:The solution is for somebody
to ask old freeloader for his fair share of the doughnuts. pastries or whatever. If nobody has the courage
to corner him, don't, blame El Cheapo for getting
away Scotch-free.
CONFIDKNTIAL TO GEORGE IN ST. LOU-IS:
Work is the yeast that raises the kind ofdough you're
looking for.

Wall Saver'` convenience
with contemporary flair!
$43:•.1111 Value. A lot of luxury that doesn't need a (at of
space! It's generously podded with roll arms and
tailored in a plush tabric.

$

Cloud-soft modern rocker-recliner $

$330.110 Value. Big and cushiony with '
2 r
great ways to relax! Plumped with a thick
pillow bock.

Reg $558.00

9995

A Professional 8x10
Color Portrait only 88c
OR

FREE
8x10 Family Portrait
With This Coupon!
(FREI FAMILY PORTRAIT MUST
INCLUDE Al LEAST ONE PARENT
AND ONE CHILD I
PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON TO
THE PHOTOGRAPHER

-

10,

These Days Only- May:
Doily:
Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. 10 a.m.
1 27 28 -29 30*- -8 p.m.
South 12th Street, Murray
I

Wall Sover® with
loose seat cushion. Traditional
styling. Reg.
$428.00 $299"

Modern
look" Wall Saver® with a tufted
9
back.
Reg. $37800
.
249

Wall Saver® ease
with traditional class. Durable
vinyl.
Reg $29995

1999i

so spoil Morn and Dad this year—without spoiling your budget. . .

BIGGEST SELECTION GOOD RECLINERS IN THIS AREA.

018< per sitting No charge for additional group subjects One special
per family. Backgrounds may occasionally change Remember, minors
must be accompanied by parent. Satisfaction always, or your money
cheerfully refunded.
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FIREWORKS'
INVENTOR — Don Fleming, right, discusses his newest
fireworks display with, from left, David Boyd (grandpa), Darron Gibson
(brother-in-law) and Barry White (assistant).

STUDENT DIRECTOR — Lewis Bossing, active in
both the MHS Speech and Theatre department and
Community, will direct the all-student production,
You Can't Take It With You."

•

BALLET DANCER AND XYLOPHONIST — Darron
Gibson and Lisa Mikulcik are part of the eccenytric
family of Alice Sycamore played by Julie Baker.
Photos By Kaye Peebles

MHS Student Play,'You Can't
Take It With You,'Opens Tonight
The Murray High School
Department of Speech and
Theatre is presenting You
Can't Take It With You"
tonight, Friday, and Saturday at the Community
Theatre Depot in the new City Park. This production is
special because it is an allstudent show, completely
directed, produced, and per-

Southern
States
SOYBEAN
SEEDS
AVAILABLE
753-1423
Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.

formed by students
The stage manager, Sandra Whaley, states, "I am
really excited about this type
of production. Everyone who
wanted to work has been
given the chance to hold
responsible positions."
Lewis Bossing is the director of the show. Working
with him are production
chairman, Katherine
Shepard, and Brent Clark,
assistant stage manager.
Other committee chairmen
are Natalie Simpson, set
design; David Heathcott, set
L.
Lisa
construction;
Russell, publicity; Kellie
Overbey, property; Kimberly Oles, costume; Lisa L.
Russell, lighting; Tiffany
Taylor, house conunittebox
office; Kimberly Oles and
Katherine Shepard, make-

up.
The play centers around
the relationship between
Alice Sycamore (Julie
Baker) and Tony Kirby (Bill
Bossing). Alice has a
somewhat eccentric family
ranging from a playwritepainter mother ( LuAnn
Loberger) and explosive
father (Don Fleming) to a
would-be llallerina sister

( Lisa Mikulcik) and a
printer-xylophonist brotherin-law ( Darron Gibson).
Other members of the
household include Grandpa
(David Boyd), Dr. DePinna
( Barry Wyatt), and Rhebe,
the housekeeper (Kim
Walls and her boyfriend
Donald Tarry Cavitt ). Conflicts arise when Tony's
family ( Charles Beaman

and Amanda Hammack)
drop in unexpectedly for dinner. Other guests include
two Russians (Natalie Simpson and Mike Childress), an
actress
( Katherine
Shepard), an I.R.S. officer
( Brent Clark), and three GImen (David Fleming,
Whitney Taylor, and Kyle
Evans

LOVE DREAMS — Candy maker Lisa Mikulcik, left, offers her newest
culinary concoction "Love Dreams- to her playwrite-painter mother,
LuAnn Loberger.
•

n/2 PRICE 1
Scars
Author/R./
CATALOG SALES
MERCHANT

SALEA

ON SEARS STEEL.
BELTED RADIALS
LONG-WEARING
Tread design expels water for
good traction on
wet roads, good
mileage performance.

V,

,,

ve)ssmik..

2 STEEL
BELTS
Reduce heat producing friction for
long wear and
good mileage.
2 RADIAL
PLIES
Stabilize the ride
for good steering
control and excellent road
handling.
R-47615

SAVE '51 to '72
hibelessWhitewalls
SUE

175-13
185-14
195-14
205-14
215-14
165-15
205-15
215-15
225-15
235R15

ALSO
FIT

1991
SPRING

BR78-13 $ 95.95
ER78-14
106.95
FR78-14
111.95
GR78-14, 118.95
HR78-14
126.95
BR78-15
95.95
GR78-15
128.95
HR78-15
132.95
JR78-15
139.95
1R78-15
144.95

1/2 PRICE

•FE T

544.95
SI.99
53.47 .2.30
55.97
2.48
2.51
59.47
63.47
2.84
47.97
2.04
64.47 , 2.72
66.47
2.91
69.97
3.34
72.47
3.38
•Federal tube Tait

•Shipping, installation extra4Ask about Sears credit plans.
Prices are catalog prices • Now on sale in our "R" catalog
supplement.
..

1141-Air %wing CIT.
Murray, Ky.
1-5:30 Mos.-Sat.

t%

You may cap off your next frosty bottle orCoke or TAB by winning up to $1,(X)0 in
instant cash from your Coca-Cola Bottler
Look for the caps on bottles of Coke and TAB with dollar signs on top. Under
each cap is a chance for you to win up to $1,000 in instant cash!
So look for the caps with dollar signs on top,and you could turn up an.instuit
winner There's nOpurchase necessary. Get details at participating stores.
Available on all products/packages of Coca Cola & Allied Products.
"Coca-Cola- and "Coke" are registered trade marks whitifidentifi the same product r The Coca-Cola Company. Otter god rrnly in area served hy
"TAB"is also a registered trade-mark rt The Circa Cola Company Bottled under the authority 4 The Coca Cola Company hY
Paducah Coco-Colo Bottling Co

uthorized CATALOG SALES MERCHANT

Sears

lArm upto$L000Instantly
with
Caps.

.
j
r — 753-23111
i19.,

Mau Merchandise asoilabae for pick-up within a few days
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Reagan
To Take
Turn At
Tourney

Commissioner Reports At Spring Meeting

OVC In Good Financial Shape
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor

David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times

When Murray State baseball coach Johnny Reagan
takes his first tarn at supervising the College World Series
in Omaha, Nebraska this weekend, he adds another notch
to the record he has built here.
Reagan will be joining coach Dick Berquist of
Massachusetts and Creighton coach Dave Underwood on
the NCAA Baseball Games Committee, which has direct
responsibility for supervision of the World Series.
Having built a record of 548-268 as the MSU coach for 24'
cars, Reagan has been requested to tackle this assignment because of that wealth of experience along with
i% bat he has gained from his four years of directing NCAA
p,)stseason tournaments at different regional sites.
Therein lies part of what makes Reagan's job at the
W,(rld Series just a little more complicated.
It is not often that the supervision of a national tournament conies on the heels of the same capacity of a
regional tournament.
While it was great for turnouts of over 6,000 people each
night. the region itself offered a large-share of oversight
for bitter rivalries, including the potentially volatile clash
between Miami, Florida and Florida State.
Reagan had admitted before leaving for Miami last
week that crowd control could have become one of the problems complicating the job, but after returning he said
that the tournament had gone remarkably well due to the
great weather and perhaps also due to Miami's winning
the tournament over Florida, 8-6, in the championship
game.
So. after having a few days to get ready again, he will be
.;(-)ing right back, only this time where the approach is
more tranquil and where Reagan said most of the teams
are just glad to be there.
-Naturally, I would like to be there with the team (Murray State ).•• Reagan said going to the World Series for the
first time. "I really enjoy the atmosphere that surrounds
the College World Series and since I don't have a team in
the competition, it's the best way to represent the university and the conference.
•'The NCAA annually assigns Division I representatives
of its baseballvommittee to work with the host school in
supervision of the tournament.. And various members of
the committee are also asked to work with the Games
Conunittee during the College World Series."
In his long and steady career as the Murray State coach,
Reagan has built a program that has gained as much, if
not more, national respect as any at Murray State, and he
has accomplished that position by knowing the game as
well as anybody around.
That is only part of what make him so invaluable at the
World Series, however.
.'John is a delightful person to work with," Jerry Miles,
a director of NCAA events, said. "He is certainly
recognized all around the country.
"I know he has done a fine job with the regional. He is
more or less on his own there.
"A lot of things can happen at these tournaments, and
that is why we want good people."
Jim Wright, also a member of the NCAA staff working
in the •coordination of this year's World Series, talked
about the committee Reagan will be helping.
-The Games Committee plays probably one of the most
important roles in the tournament," Wright said. "They
basically supervise the conduct of the tournament and
make all decisions dealing with the competition."
Reagan is also not the only MSU coach who has been appointed to an NCAA committee for determining the teams
that will repesent their respective sports.
Golf coach Buddy Hewitt serves as chairman of the
district three advisory committee; basketball coach Ron
Greene serves as a member of the Mideast Regional advisory committce: and women's track coach Margaret
Simmons is on the newly-formed NCAA Women's Cross
(7ountry and Track Committee which determines the for, mat and qualifying times for championship competition.

come of $160,000 with a
budget of ;156,000 for 1981-82
as one of the main reasons
LAKE BARKLEY - Ohio for the health of the conValley Conference commis- ference.
sioner Jim Delaney assured
In legislation adopted by
league representatives to- the conference, a declaraday the OVC is in as good a tion of intent was made to
shape financially fs it has determine the OVC Women's
been in its 32 year history.
basketball representative
Making his comments at for the NCAA tournament if
the annual spring meeting of six of the nine schools agree
the conferecnce at Lake to the decision. The legislaBarkley State Park, Delaney tion is also contingent upon a
cited an estimated total in- guarantee of an automatic

Phillies, Cards Win Games In 1-Ball
••1.1

Mitchell McClain drove in
Jason Carroll for the winn- .
ing run for as the Cards just
got by the Blue Jays. Anthony Miller and Dusty
Wilson had three hits while
Chris Neale and Rick Nute
had 4 hits apiece.
For the Blue Jays, Jay
Howell had a home run and
Russ Adkins had a triple.
Sam Fuson, Adam Grogan
and Diedra Holcomb had
three hits apiece.

Cardinals, Cubs Winners In League Play
The Cardinals shut out the
Altros, 8-4), and the Cubs
beat the A's, 10-6, in Kentucky League action last
night.
Cards' pitchers Brett
'hristensen and Tommy
Vance combined for 15
strikeouts and a no-hitter.
Andy Rickman was two-forthree with a double and tw6
RBI while Cardinal teamate
Chris Hayes drove in four
runs going two-for-three

with a triple.
Astro hurler Jon West had
10 stikeouts in five innings.
Although the Astros went
hitless, leadoff hitter Darron
Jones reached base three
times.
In defeating the A's, Cubs'
pitcher Erica Muskgrow
went two-for-three with one
RBI. The A's only hit tame
from Tommy Adkins.
A's pitcher Mike Fulton
struck out seven batters in
three innings.

bid by the NCAA before the
vote returns to committee on
June 15.
Delaney
said
the
coonference's chances for an
automatic bid in the
women's tournament would
be better in 1982 than they
would be in 1985 as more
teams would be affiliating
with the NCAA.
Also, a conference doubleround-robin
women's
schedule was adopted with
the provision that the schools

not wishing to participate
did not have to.
The conference also voted,
In a "reaffirmation of faith
in its coaches," according to
Delaney, to end a two-year
experiment with a one time
scouting stipulation for
basketball and allow each
school to scout other teams
with its available funds.
Also approved today was
action moving the OVC postseason golf tournament to
the Firestone Country Club

in Akron, Ohio. The conference will attempt to hold
the tournament during the
latter part of April, if
scheduling can be arranged.
If the tourney can not be held
at that time, it will be
scheduled prior to Sept. 1
The conference also
agreed to hold a luncheon
after the spring sports
chamipionship to recognize
all the coaches of the year,
most valuable players, etc.,
and will rotate the luncheon
between three cities,

Nashville, Louisville and
Lexington. with Cincinatti
becoming a possible site in
the future.
Items remaining to be
discussed today included:
• Expansion of I-AA football playoffs with possible
automatic conference bids.
• The NCAA television
plan for 1982 and beyond.
• Automatic qualification
for the NCAA basketball
tournament.
• The OVC men's basketball tournament.

'The Shoe' Wins 8000th, Then
Takes Over For Sick Friends
By JACK STEVENSON
AP Sports Writer
INGLEWOOD, Calif.(AP)
- Amid the floodlights of
television cameras, softspoken Bill Shoemaker told
his feelings on winning the
8,000th race of his illustrious
career in thoroughbred racing.

Then, just as calmly, he
took over for tWo sick fellow
jockeys and won three more
races at Hollywood Park
Wednesday.
His 8,003 career triumphs
may never be equaled, but
the. 49-year-old Shoemaker
said, "I think someone will
do it again."

Purcell Advances

Gerulaitis Upset
In French Open
PARIS ( AP) - Ricardo
Ycaza of Ecuador upset
Vitas Gerulaitis 4-6, 6-2, 7-5,
7-2 in the French Open, while
Eliot Teltscher was fined
$2,500'ffrrptishing an umpire
during Tuesday's action.
Earlier in the day, Mel
Purcell of Murray came
back from a two-set deficit to
beat Andreas Maurer of
West Germany 3-6, 4-6, 6-1,63,6-1.
In other action, Brian
Gottfried topped Guillermo
Aubone of Argentina 6-7, 6-3,
6-0, 6-4; Shlomo Glickstein of
Israel beat Rick Meyer 7-5,
6-3, 6-0; Jimmy Arias
defeated Carlos Gattiker of
Argentina 6-4, 7-6, 7-6;
Patrick Proisy of France

topped Paul Kronk of
Australia 6-1, 6-3, 6-1; Ricardo Cano of Argentina beat
David Carter of Australia, 36, 6-3, 6-4, 6-2; and
Paraguay's Victor Pecci topped Vittoria Magnelli of Italy,6-2, 7-5,6-1.
Also, Jimmy Connors beat
Chritophe Roger-Vasselin of
France 6-1, 7-5, 3-6, 6-3; JoseLuis Clerc of Argentina beat
Heniz Gunthardt of
Switzerland 7-5, 7-5,6-1; Ivan
Lendl of Czechoslovakia
beat John Fitzgerald of
Australia, 7-5, 7-6, 6-4; Jirl
Hrebec of Czechoslovakia
beat Robert Van't Hof 6-4,36, 6-0, 6-1; and Tomas Smid
of Czechoslovakia beat Zeljko
Franulovic
of
Yugoslavia 6-1, 7-6, 6-2.

He looked at the audience the retired Longden remains
gathered for the interview No. 2 on the list of winning
session and quipped, "You'd jockeys.
think I was the president of
the United States or
Eddie Arcaro is third nearsomething."
ly 2,000 behind and Arcaro
has also retired.
That session came two
races after he won the first
"I'm not entertaining any
race on War Allied, placed thoughts
of retiring," said
third on Our Red Axe and
Shoemaker, whose mounts
ran out of the money on Pet- have won
$81,930,976 for the
trax.
owners of horses he has ridden. Long ago, he became a
He didn't have a mount in millionaire on his own and he
the fourth race, so they admits that on the three ocscheduled the news con- casions when he was injured,
ference at that time for the he thought of quitting.
veteran reinsman.
"When I healed and didn't
"It took me 32 years to get
hurt,
I wanted to be riding
7,999 and I knew I would get
again,"
he told the media.
8,000,- he said. -But
originally, I didn't think I "I'd like to go on forever, but
would get 5,000 or 6,000 or I kno* that can't happen."
7,000.
His aim, he said, was to
Shoemaker broke John win the Triple Crown. He has
Longden's world record of won Triple Crown races 10
6,032 lifetime winners on times but never the three in
Dares J. on Sept 7, 1970, and the same year.

VOTED HONORABLE MENTION-ALL-STATE
Calloway County guard Dan Key shows the certificate
he received at the spring sports banquet. The award
was the result of voting done by coaches, writers and
officials.

master charge
NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
UNCLE LEE WILL NO
BE UNDER SOLD

SPORTING GOODS
HELP US WIN A TRIP TO
HAWAII AND SAVE

=ran

St. Croix--

Telescopic
Fiberglass

Your reward will be savings of 10i on all full size Pontiacs- including Gran Prix, and 7% on the Phoenix and
11000, and J2000.
We have on the spot financing available to qualified
customers on all new cars for the rate of 15.99% , 48
months to pay. You help us win our trip and we will help
you by discounting the new cars and giving you top money
for your used car.

The.. followtng "Winning Combination" raring
represents
retail deliveries from February
17 through May 6,
061.
UNE -TRIP AWARD

PURDOM OLDS-PONTIAC-CADILLAC CO.

MURRAY,IT.

Central Buick-Olds-Pontiac, Inc.
Bill Little Pontiac, Inc.
Bridgers Motor CO.
Walker Motors
Tim Bowles Motors'
Capone Pontiac Cot. Inc.
off Pontiac-Olds-GMC Co.
Iake Floyd Pontiac-Buick-GMC, Inc.
Kippy Woods Chevrolet-Pontiac Co.
Anthony Buick-Pontiac-GMC, Inc.
Hill Brothers, Inc.
R. E. Smith Motor Co.
Mike McKean Pontiac-Cadillac-GMC, Inc.
House-Merideth Motor Co., Inc.
Jones Motor Co.
Martindale Chev. alds.Pontiac, Inc.
South Side, Inc.
Mitchell Buick-Pontiac I. Equipment Co.
Hagedorn Motors, Inc.
Rooker Chev-Pontiac-Buick, Inc.
Alexander Motor Co.
Dixon Motor Co.
Sonny Paxton Chev-Olds-Pontiac Co.
Johnson Bros. Buick-Pont,GMC, Inc.
Lyon Buick-Pontiac, Inc.
Duncan E. Son, Inc.
Magee Motors, Inc.
Jack Dobson,Inc.
Richardson-Wynette Motors
Dotson, Inc.
Paul lively Chev-Pontiac, Inc.
Plantation Motor Car Co., Inc.
Doolittle Pontiac Co.
Caskey Chev-Olds-Pontiac, Inc.
Ton Hydrick Motors, Inc.

PURDOM

Indianola, Miss,
Pontotoc, Miss.
Belzoni, Miss.
Waynesboro, Miss.
Osceola, Ark,
Donaldsonville, La.
Lucedale, Miss.
Oak Grove, La.
Corning, Ark.
Wynne, Ark.
Okolona, Miss.
Gloster, Miss.
Homer, La.
Caruthersville, Mo.
Savannah, Tenn.
New Madrid, Mo.
Batesville, Miss.
West Point, Miss.
Bogalusa, La.
Sardis, Miss.
Bay Springs, Miss.
Brownsville, Tenn.
Tallulah, La.
Lexington, Tenn.
Warren, Ark.
Philadelphia, Miss.
Franklinton, La.
Martin, Tenn.
Malden, Mo.
Winona;4Miss.
Selmer, Tenn.
Bolivar, Tenn.
Eupora, Miss.
Newton, Miss.
Forest, Miss.

1111h-Poolise-Sailhe
WOW lismsmors Year
IBMs Seamors

1 MIS Wee 11.1.413-6311
'1ATISIFIED CUSTOMERS Alt OUR MAIN CONCERN"

11

ONE,

Prices Good Vora June 3

3010,i P11.2A

We ore now in first place with less than two weeks left in
the contest. With your help we can stay in first place and
win a trip to Hawaii.

PONTIAC

Receiving some last minute tips were the Murray High
doubles teams as they practiced against each other at the
Murray State tennis courts yesterday.
_Having.played as partners for only the first time this
'year, titath the boys team of Russ Edwards and Robert
stout and the girls team of Candy Jackson and Starr Jones
took , advantage' of the tutelage of Murray State's Ohio,
Valley Conference coach of the year Bennie Purcell.
• -I just thought I could show them a little'about position
and a little strategy," Purcell said. "It is nice that there
are two teams from Murray going to the state tournament
at the same time."

In T-Ball action last night,
the Phillies beat the Braves
36-29 and the Cards edged
the Blue Jays 22-21.
In the first game .ason
Stevenson hit . ome run
and Dar,indsey hit a tripie. :rnie Pigg and Wendy
Ye' each had four hits in
e winning cause.
Braves' hitters Nathan
lioltz, Meredith Julian,
Brian Barnett and Troy
Yates had four hits.

Miirray Ledger & Times

$879
4:resciVence
Little
O'Brien
League A1074. International
$239
Model W02-10G

$13695

Weaver Scope
$1756
Model D-4

I

All

Ball
Gloves

Glenfield 22 Cal.
Model 60 With Scope

15%

$5596

Taylor

Boat
Fenders
$359

soommoommusilam41111,

Garcia

Custom Road
$1 766
Model 3016
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Reds Take Soggy 3-2 Victory

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Wednesday's Sports In Brief
By The Assaciated Press
BASEBALL
WASHINGTON (AP)- A delay in
the threatened baseball strike grew
more likely as the National Labor
Relations Board decided to go to court
in attempt to postpone it.
The three-member board announced
that it wouldseek an injunction in U.S.
District Court in New York today to
put off baseball's third walkout in nine

Baseball
Standings
By The Amodnied Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE

EAsr
Pit GB
W L
2 15 .595 25 18 .581 Pi
24 18 .571
18 18 .500 3/
1
2
13 26 .333 10
9 30 .21 14
WEST
31 13 .705 Los Angeles
1
2
15 18 .581 5/
Oncimati
1
2
23 22 .511 8/
Houston
San Francisco
23 72 .500 9
/
2
20 21 .4811 91
Atlanta
1
2
17 2 .378 14/
San Diego
Wedsesday's Games
Pittsburgh 3, Chicago 2
?dearest 4, St. Louis 1
Atlanta 3, Los Angeles 2
Cincinnati 3, San Francisco 2
New York 3, Philadelphia 1
Houston 1, San Diego 0
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Whitson 1-5) 81 (kicinnati (Seto )
Pittsburgh (Solomon 2-3i at Chicago
(Candi I-3)
Im Angeles (Velem& 84) it Atlanta
(P.Nielcro 2-3), (n)
Only games =hedged
Games
Pittsbagh at Muriel:al, (n)
Chicago at New York, (n)
St. Louis it Raladelphia, (n)
Atlanta at San Diego, (n)
Cincimati at Loa Angeles, (n)
Houstai it San Francisco, (n)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W L
Pet. GB
27 14 .659 Baltimore
Cleveland
22 15 .595 3
Milwaukee
1
2
24 18 .571 3/
24 19 .558 4
Boston
/
2
23 19 .548 41
New York
21 22 .488 7
Detroit
.311 15
14 31
Toronto
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Montreal
Pittsburgh
New York
Chicago

vim
30 18 .625 Oakland
24 16 .600 2
Chicago
1
2
24 17 .585 2/
Texas
/
2
22 25 .468 71
California
/
2
13 24 .351 111
Kansas (Sty
15 29 .341 13
Seattle
13 29 .310 14
Minnesota
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 3, Oakland 0
Baltimore 6, New York 5
Boston 10, Cleveland 5
Milwaukee 5, Dan* 1
Minnesota 2, Texas I
Toronto 3, °Wards 1
. Kansas City. & Seattle 5
. .
Thursday's Games
Detroit (Petry 2-3) at Milwaukee (Caldwell 4-4)
Minnesota (Dickson 14) it Texas
(Honeycutt 3-1), (n
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Oakland at Toronto, (n)
Detroit at Baltimore, (n)
Milwaukee it Boston, (n)
New York it Cleveland. (n)
&Mamie it Qticago, (n
=.s illy at Mimesota, (n)
at Texas, (n)

years. In the meantime, the board
would continue to study a unfair labor
practice charge lodged against the
club owners by the players.
William WWI's, the
general counsd, said that the agency
weigd seek a temporary restraining
order postponing the strike deadline
with 48 hours after court proceedings
on the full injunction request were
completed.
GOLF
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP)
-Singapore's Jim Klan Tiong fired a
1-under par 711for a 139 total and maintained the lead at the halfway mark of
the Credit Corporation Classic.
Tied for second at 142 were Filipino
Mario Siodina and Taiwan's Hsu Chi
San.
BOWLING
PORTLAND, Ore. (API - Pete
Weber took a six-pin opening-round
Lead with a 229-pergiune average in
the 25,000 City of Roses Open Bowling
Tournament.
Weber, the son of Professional
Bowlers Association Hall of Famer
Dick Weber, had a six-game total of
1,375 pins. Paul Colwell was second at
1,369. Earl Anthony was third at 1,368.

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS - Placed
Doug Rau,pitcher,on the disabled list.
Recalled Dave Frost, pitcher, from
Salt Lake City of the Pacific Coast
League.
MILWAUKEE BREWERS- Signed
Charlie Moore,catcher,to a multiyear
contract.
National League
CHICAGO CUBS - Named Alvin
Dark to special assignment duties.
NEW YORK METS - Signed Herman Winningham, outfielder, and
Gary Shirley, catcher, and assigned
them to Kingsport of the Appalachian
League.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CLEVELAND BROWNS - Signed
Ron Simmons,nose tackle.
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS - Signed
Les Stoddard, guard,and Frank Case,
defensive end.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS Signed John Klein, wide receiver;
Leander Walker, running back; and
John Tautolo, offensive guard.
NEW YORK GIANTS - Claimed
Jerome Dove, defensive back, on
waiversfrom the San Diego Chargers;
and Tom Donovan, wide reciever, and
Mike Morucci, running back, from the
New Orleans Saints.
COLLEGE
METRO ATLANTIC CONFERENCE - Named James McDermott commissioner and John Frew
assistant to the commissioner.
ARIZONA STATE - Named Bob
Gillett women's swimming coach.
ELMHURST - Named Mike Caruso
headliesketball'coach.
MORNINGS1DE - Named Tim
McGuire head football coach.

In winning the individual
scoring title in the NBA in
the 1980-81 campaign,
Adrian Dantley of Utah
averaged 30.7 points per
game and had 10 contests
with 40 or more points.

Soto Lasts Through Weather
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Cincinnati Reds and
San Francisco Giants played
a game in weather more
suited for ducks than
baseball players Wednesday
night. But Mario Soto made
if throughtherain.
•

I think after he came
back from the rain delay, he
threw better," said Cincinnati catcher Mike O'Berry
after Soto pitched the Reds
to a 3-2 victory in soggy
Riverfront Stadium.
The game was delayed
three times by rain - the
last in the top of the first for
two hours and 18 minutes
after the Giants scored twice

Memorial Day
String Tourney
Winners Given
Winners of the Memorial
Day string tournament at
the Murray Country Club
Monday were Raz and Diane
Villanova and M.C. and
Cathryn Garrott, both teams
with four-under-parS2's.
Four of the two-member
teams tied with 33's:
Euldene Robinson and her
son, Larry; Bobby and
Dorothy Fike; Jerry Jones
and his daughter, Velvet;
and Dorothy Fike also playing with her nephew, Vic
Stacey.
The holiday affair, arranged by Phil and Susan
McKnelly, evolved around a
piece of string cut the length
in feet of one-half of the
lowest handicap of each two
partners.
The players had the option
then of using up the string
during the round in place of
strokes.
The next major golfing
event at the club will be the
14th annual ladies George
Hart Invitational Tournament, 18 holes of medal play
and scheduled for Wediiesday,June 3.
The chairmen for this
year's tournament are Pam
Mavity and Diane Villanova.
The defending champion
is Vicki McLeary, of Fulton.
She won the championship
flight of last year's tournament by five strokes, posting
a 74, one under ladies' par.

THE FUNCTIONALLYDESIGNED "WORKHORSE"
OF THE QUALITY
SNAPPER FAMILY.
The rear engine SNAPPER rider gives vacuum cuttings, leaves and litter
you a smooth,even cut. Plus:
into an optional 6 bu catcher or
immediate response steering for
trailing 30 bu. Bag-N-Wagon- even
cutting in tight places; on-the-go
during high moisture conditions.
adjustment of cutting height and
SNAPPER mowers are worth
more because they do more and
speed; and a floating cutting unit
which minimizes scalping and dam- their price is competitive with other
age. SNAPPER HiNac
quality mowers.
'
binders can

Buy this 11 h.p. Snapper Rider at our
discount price & from now through
June 15th We'll give you an XR-50 gas
powered weed eater absolutely

• PpP1114004 OP PAVIVN•V SPOOL,
/ -COOK

off Soto. He then came back
to shut out the Giants the
rest of the way for his fourth
complete game, scattering
eight hits.
In other National League
action, Houston blanked San
Diego 1-0, Pittsburgh nipped
Chicago 3-2, Atlanta stopped
Los Angeles 3-2, Montreal
trimmed St. Louis 4-1 and
New York turned back
Philadelphia 3-1.
Dave Collins scored one
run and doubled home
another to help Soto improve
his record to 4-5.
Astros 1,Padres0
Bob Knepper recorded his
fourth shutout in five decisions and catcher Luis Pujols drove home the winning
run as Houston blanked San
Diego to sweep their threegame series.
Knepper, 5-0, retired 15 of
the first 17 batters he faced

NL Roundup
and scattered six hits. The
Houston starter did not allow
a hit until Ozzie Smith led off
the fourth with a single.
Knepper struck out five and
walked one.
First baseman Dave
Roberts led off the Astros'
fourth inning with a single
off Padres starter Chris
Welsh, 2-3. Roberts stole second base and scored on Pujols's base hit.
Pirates 3, Cubs 2
Tony rena drove home the
winning run with a two-out
single in the ninth inning as
Pittsburgh beat Chicago.
Pena's base hit brought
home pinch-runner Matt
Alexander from second
base, giving the victory to

Pasqual Perez, 2-0.
With one out, Mike Easier
drew a walk from Rick
Reuschel, 2-6. Alexander ran
for Easier and Phil Garner
advanced him to second with
a grounder before Pena
came through with his second RBI of the game.
Perez fired his second
straight complete-game victory,scattering nine hits.
Braves 3, Dodgers 2
Terry Harper's leadoff
homer in the ninth inning
carried Atlanta over Los
Angeles. Harper drilled his
second homer of the season
on a 2-0 pitch from Dodger
reliever Steve Howe,4-2. The
victory went to Rick Camp,
5-1, who retired the Dodgers
in order in the ninth.
The Braves had tied the
game 2-2 with a run in the
eighth. Bruce Benedict led
'off with an infield hit and

rter Charlie Lea, 4-1,
drew a walk off Martin and
Raines, facing reliever Jim
Kaat, hit a line drive to
center field to produce
another run.
Mets 3, Phillies 1
Dave Kingman slugged a
tiebreaking home run, his
ninth of the season, and Pat
Zachry tossed a six-hitter to
lead New York over
Philadelphia.
Kingman lined a 1-0
delivery from Phillies righthander Larry Christenson, 15, into the left field bullpen in
Shea Stadium in the fourth
inning to break a 1-1 tie.
Zachry allowed only one
run on a two-out double by
Lonnie Smith followed by a
run-scoring single by Pete
Rose after two were out in
the third inning. Zachry
struck out seven and walked
none.

took second when third
baseman Ron Cey threw
wildly past first on the play.
Benedict was sacrificed to
third by Rafael Ramirez and
scored on pinch-hitter
Claudell Washington's double off reliever Dave
Stewart.
Expos 4, Cardinals 1
Chris Speier smashed a
runscoring single and Tom
Raines delivered a sacrifice
fly in a two-run seventh inning that snapped a 1-1 tie and
carried Montreal over St.
Louis.
Tim Wallach ignited the
winning rally with a single
on the first pitch from John
Martin, 1-1. After Wallach
moved to second on a
sacrifice bunt by Larry Parrish, Gary White drew a
walk and Speier singled
sharply to score Wallach.
Bob Pate, pinch hitting for

Stieb Goes Distance To Notch
Fourth Victory For Toronto
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
When Dave Stieb takes the
mound for the Toronto Blue
Jays, he knows he has a long
night ahead of him. Unless,
of course, he doesn't expect
to win.
So far this season, Stieb, 45, has pitched five complete
games. All four of his victories, including a 3-1 win
over California Wednesday
night, have come when he
has gone the route.
And the Blue Jays got just
enough offense, thanks
mainly to Alfredo Griffin
and John Mayberry.
The Blue Jays took a 1-0
lead in the third inning.

Willie Upshaw was hit by a
pitch with one out, took second on Ernie Whitt's single
and scored as Griffin singled
to right. Mayberry made it 2- for the slider all season but I
0 in the fourth with a leadoff think it came back today,"
homer off Ken Forsch, 6-3. said Stieb. "I really didn't
The other Toronto run feel I had my best stuff the
scored on a double play in entire game, but I got a few
runs and good defense and
the fifth.
The three runs were a tonight it was enough."
In other games, it was
windfall for Stieb, who didn't
Baltimore
6, New York 5;
23
the
first
support
in
any
get
innings he pitched this Boston 10, Cleveland 5;
season. Later on, the Blue Chicago 3, Oakland 0;
Jays again were blanked Milwaukee 5, Detroit 1; Minnesota 2, Texas 1, and Kanwith Stieb on the mound.
The key to his fine perfor- sas City 8,Seattle 5.
mance against the Angels' Orioles 6, Yankees 5
All of Baltimore enjoyed
was the rediscovery of his
slider. 6"I've been looking the Yankees' three-day visit

AL Roundup

as the Orioles swept New
York. Terry Crowley had as
much fun as anyone, hitting
two homers in a 6-4 victory,
then singling with the bases
loaded Wednesday to knock
in the winning run.
"With the bases loaded,
that's the time to be hitting,"
said Crowley, whose shot into right field against
Yankees ace reliever Rich
Gossage spoiled a New York
comeback.
White Sox 3, A's 0
Ross Baumgarten and
Lamarr Hoyt combined on
the shutout and Ron LeFlore
drove in one run with a
single and deprived Oakland
of two with a spectacular

over-the-wall catch in left
field. LeFlore, timing his
leap perfectly, made the
grab on Rickey Henderson's
shot and managed not to
bang his arm on the wall
coming down.
Red Sox 10, Indians 5
Boston has seen its way
clear- Mark Clear that isto a 17-10 record in May
tharllts greatly to its ace
reliever.
The right-handed Clear,
acquired from California in
the offseason, celebrated his
25th birthday with his fifth
victory this month. Clear is
6-0 for the season and also
has three saves this month.

Judge To Be Asked To Keep Basebcd1
Players From Going Ahead With Strike

By IRA ROSENFELD
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- A
federal judge in New York
was to be asked today by the
National Labor Relations
Board to keep major league
baseball players from
following through on their
threat to strike over the free
agent compensation dispute
after tonight's games.
At the same time, a courtordered postponement could
give the players a legal way
around the deadline imposed
by the basic agreement
reached last year when it
was established that if the
players did not strike by
June 1 over the issue, they
could not do so for the
reminder of the life of the
agreement.
The NLRB, acting on the
request of its general
counsel William A. Lubbers,
said Wednesday night it
would seek a temporary
restraining order in U.S.
District Court in New York
to postpone the walkout for
48 hours to allow time for filing and study of an injunction request aimed at further
delaying the strike.
The Board said in a statement Wednesday night that
it wanted to give further
study to an unfair labor
practice charge lodged
against the club owners by
the players association.
The player group's complaint, charging the owners
with not bargaining in good
faith, is aimed at obtaining
financial data from the club
owners. The players group
maintains such data is
essential in their current
negotiations on the degree of
compensation teams should
receive for losing free agents
in the re-entry draft.
Lubbers declined to say
whether the NLRB will ask
the judge to order the owners
to release their financial
files.
The board has scheduled
hearings on the players'
charge for June 15 in New
York bekore an administrative law judge.
Unless there was a
dramatic change in today's

negotiations - Wednesday's
session lasted oply seven
minutes - court action
would seem the only way of
heading off a walkout.
The board's decision to
seek a temporary restrain-

ing order was immediately
challenged by the Player
Relations Committee, the
owners bargaining unit.
"There is no basis for an
injunction in this matter.
The decision to seek such

relief is an intrusion in the
process of collective
bargaining where the parties
must ultimately resolve_
their differences," said a
statement issued by Ray
Grebey, director of the corn-

mittee and chief negotiator
for the owners.
Marvin Miller, executive
director of the players
association, declined .comment until he had seen a
copy of the board's decision.

That's why we recommend SurfIan.
SURFLAN
SurfIan is the stubblecrop herbicide
no-till bean planting after wheat.
WAITS THROUGH It's -for
the only surface-applied herbicide that
up to 21 days for that 1/2" rain needed for actiDRY WEATHER waits
vation. And during hot dry weather, those extra days
to your bean crop. E Then Surflan
FOR Neill could be critical
stays working longer-controls 26 troublesome grasses and weeds the full season.
Surflan also tankmixes with Paraquat CL and broadleaf herbicides
for that broad spectrum weed control a stubblecropper needs. E Ask us for Surflan. In liquid or
wettable powder. It's from Elanco, the people who
make Treflan® -so you know it's dependable. 111
Elanco Products Company, A Division of Eli Lilly and
Company, Indianapolis, IN 46285, U.S.A.

FILL SEASON...
%TEAMS BEAM
17:altS4r4;ete
1

eat results, always read
dlow label directions.

Hutson's Ag
Service Inc.
Call Ky.Toll Free 1-800-592-3969
For All Your Chemical and Fertilizer Needs
Open Any Time By Appointment

Murray, Ky.
502-753-1933
Palmersvilie,Tn.
901-822-5345
Fancy Farm,Ky.
502-623-6391

Os

•
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USS Nimitz Steams To Norfolk With Damaged Planes, Sick Bay

By MATT BOKOR
condition, was at St. VinAssociated Press Writer
cent's Hospital in JacksonJACKSONVILLE, Fla. ville, and four burn victims
‘13 - The aircraft carrier were airlifted to the burn
.'SS Ninutz steamed to ard unit at Brooke Army
Is home port of Norfolk. Va.. Medical Center in San Antada) with 20 damaged tonio. Texas, a spokesman
ntanes and a full sick bay there said. The others were
Atter a jet crashed in flames treated at the Naval
in its deck. killing 14 people Regional Medical Center at
rid injuring 48.
Jacksonville, none with
Despite the damage to the critical injuries.
.orcraft, estimated at more
Twenty-seven of the inJian $60 million damage to jured remained in the ship's
the nuc1ear:4),w% ered ship sick bay.
Lself was "not extraorThe Marine EA-6B Prodinarily heavy.- according wi*q, made by Grumman
.44ipt. Lam Hanulton. Corp.. crashed while landing
1-iief public affair, officer from a training mission
:,•r the Atlantic Fleet
Tuesda night, sparking a
'The carrier w ill most lire on the Nimitz, the
:Ikely will be able to do a world's largest warship, off
.luick turnaround,' he said. the Florida coast.
The Nav said results of The blaze quickly spread
official investigation into to other aircraft, reported
crash ot the electronic Cm& Jim Lois, spokesman
rrtarc jet ma). flOt be tor the Naval Air Forces
a table tor six months. But Atlantic. -As far as I know,
Nav, !-:pokesman who ask- weather was not a factor."
. I not to be identified said he .added.
jet apparentl "landed a
Ship firefighters battled
.ttle right of the center line the blaze for 70 minutes
id on a carrier deck there before putting it out, officials
any room for an error said.
.:Ke that.Lois said damage to the
rw en ty -one
crewmen carrier was confined to the
...ere airlifted to land-based flight deck area. Four air,spita Is for treatment. One craft were destroyed, inrewman: listed in critical cluding the one that crashed,

and 16 others were damaged.
The Nimitz is able to carry
90 aircraft, Navy officials
said, but the) declined to say
how many were aboard
Tuesday.
The four destroyed planes

were worth more than $60 Petty Officer 1st Class
million, the Navy said.
There was no estimate on the Richard Williams, quoted
cost of the damage to the her husband as saying it
sounded like a bomb had
others.
gone doff when the crash ocCindy Williams, wife of currett.

Coal Strike Hurts U.S. Steel
But Force Cutbacks Not Seen

NEW YORK ( AP) — The the industry's use of capacistrike by Eastern coal ty was 86.4 percent last week
miners, now two months old, compared with 87.3 percent
is hurting the U.S. steel in- in the previous week and 67.5
dustry, but has not forced percent a year ago.
cutbacks in production, the
In a strong endorsement of
chairman of the American
Iron and Steel Institute says. the Reagan administra,tion's
• The strike, coupled with economic policies, De
the Federal Reserve Board's Lancey said the steel intight-money stance of recent dustry was committed to
months, has slowed the steel boosting its new investments
industry's recovery from its in an effort to regain its com1980 slump, William J. De petitive position in world
• Lancey told . reporters markets.
As evidence of that cornWednesday after addressing
mittment,
De Lancey said
the institute's annual
steel companies had an'membership meeting.
De Lancey aLso is chair- nounced new investments
totaling $3.3 billion since
man and chief executive officer of Republic Steel Corp. Reagan's election. He was
The extraordinarily high unable, however, to say how
interest rates that have much less would have been
resulted from the Fed's ef- invested had Reagan not
forts to curb credit demand been elected.
will probably lead to a
"These investment decislackening in steel orders sions are impressive votes of
this . summer, De Lancey confidence in a future in
said. He added, however, which the private enterprise
that he believes rates will system can be reasonably
begin subsiding soon.
assured of functioning freeHigh rates,such as the 20.5 ly,.without excessive governLOUISVILLE, Ky Al)
The judge also called percent prime lending rate mental involvement," De
.tie trial of two men charged Joyce Dehli, a reporter for that prevails at most major Lancey said in his speech.
1,1 connection with the rob- The Courier-Journal and The banks, have damaged steelDe Lancey also sought to
:•ery of Ellie Brown Keener's Louisville Times, to the related industries such as clarify what he called
a
•orrie has been postponed bench to explain why the auto manufacturing and mistaken impressive among
housing.
That in turn has the public of
:,cause of a news article on story had run.
the steel ini!le case.
She said that since the jury limited the growth in new dustry as seeking governJefferson Circuit Judge had been empaneled and steel orders.
ment protection from
The strike by United Mine foreign competitio
1;‘?orge Kunzrnan ordered since the judge had adn.
the delay Wednesday in the moniShed members of the Workers, which began
:ciaiof Joseph Randazzo and panel not to read or listen to March 27, has been "an - "The important message
Leon Harris Jr. after their news coverage of the case, economic detriment" to the for all concerned, foreign
iittorneys contended that a she believed it was proper to Steel industry, but has not competitors, customers and
curtailed production, De all the rest, is that our objecory in The Courier-Journal mention the defendants.
;-,nd in The Louisville Times
Three other men pleaded Lancey said.
"I see no problem in contiWednesday had prejudic- guilty Tuesday to robbing
nuinmt
_present production
their case
tlit...110111t._.)4__Mrs... Keener.
A new trial date will be set former wife of Gov. John Y. level" if the strike lasts
through June, he told
ter
Brown Jr.. on Nov. 24,
reporters. Coal, which is used in the steel-making process, supplies 65 percent of
the industry's energy needs.
The Cherry Branch is
Most steel companies say
they have been partly shieldpleased to announce that
ed from the strike's effects
Rebecca Hogancamp,
because they stockpiled coal
bride-elect of Monty Ray
in anticipation of the
Meachum, has selected
walkout. Their operating
her stainless, china and
profits,
however, have been
crystal from the Cherry
pinched because of the need
Branch.
to conserve coal.
Rebecca and Monty
Although raw-steel output
will be wed July 10th,
by the nation's mills fell 1.1
7981
percent to 2.58 million tons
last week, the level of production was 28 percent
ys higher than the 2.02 million
i
Murray, Kentuck
tons produced in the same
week last year, according to
the steel institute. Similarly,

tive is fair trade in steel," De
Lancey said.
The steel industry receives
government protection from
foreign competitors through
what is called a trigger price
mechanism.
That
mechanism, which took effect in 1978, is aimed at stopping sales of foreign steel at
prices below what are charged in the home market of the
exporter.

"He told me he just
Among the dead were all
couldn't get out of the way," three crewmen
aboard the
she said Wednesday after Marine EA-6B, a
jet used to
visiting her injured husband jam enemy radar and radio
in Jacksonville, where he signals.
was taken after the crash.
The EA-613 Prowler is an
An unidentified Navy man all-weather jet designed
who flew to the Nimitz from specifically for use in tacJacksonville aboard a tical electronic warfare.
rescue helicopter said when With a flying speed in excess
he arrived to ferry the in- of 500 knots, the Prowler
jured to Florida, "people uses sensitive receiver and
were still running around not high-power jammers to deny
knowing what to do."
enemy use of radar and
The ship, carrying about radio equipment.
3,000 sailors and 2,500
The jet is one of the A-6
airmen, started back on the family of bombers, elec500-mile voyage to Norfolk tronic warfare planes and
shortly after the crashed. tanker aircraft. All A-6 airThe carrier was expected at craft were temporarily
dockside around midday,the grounded briefly early in
Navy said.
1980 after seven crashes in
The identities of nine of the three months killed 14 fliers
14 to die were released today in different parts of the
by the Navy. Identification world.
of the others was being
withheld pending notification of relatives.

1

Espadrille

The 95,000-ton, 1,092400tlong Nimitz returned to Norfolk a year ago Tuesday
after a six-month deployment in the Mediterranean
that stretched to nine months because of the seizure of
hostages in Iran and the
Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan.
The ship was diverted to
the Indian Ocean in January.
It was from the deck of the
Nimitz that eight helicopters
took off in the abortive effort
to rescue the 52 Americans
held captive in Tehran.
The Nimitz, commissioned
in 1975, has a flight deck that
is 252 feet wide. It has a
speed in excess of 30 knots,
and can launch 90 aircraft
ranging from bombers and
fighters to sophisticated
electronic warfare planes.

Dr. Robert Hailey
Podiatrist
Foot Specialist—

$1000

Announces

News Articles Force
Postponement In Trial
Of Keener Robbery

The Opening of a
part-time office
in Murray at
903 Sycamore St.

Ladies Sizes 5-10
Children's Sizes 10-4
Navy Color Only!

Thursday Afternoon by
Appointment 1:00-7:00 p.m.
Phone: 753-9909
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.
1 Murray Paving Co. Inc.

& Quick
• 3Temperature
Combinations
• 2Way Extra
Surging Wash
Action
WM • Lint Filter
Matching Dryer

Specializing In
*Grading
•Ixcavating

*Dozer Work
*Chip & Seal
Frigidaire
30" Range
tr;

FCD-14TJ

et.1
'

s, Road

,1
0
11111111111111
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Parking areas!

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
Big 12 Cu. Ft. capacity
• 3 Refrig. Shelves
2 are sliding
• Spread Compartment
and egg storage
• Reversa-doors

• Cook top lifts up and
anchors for easy
cleaning
• Continuous cleaning
oven
• Window in block
glass door
• Full width storage
drawer

Frigidaire livilt-le
Dishwasher
• Porcelain
enamel on
steel tub

*No Job To Large Or Small*

FREE ESTIMATE

• 1Sliding shelf
and step dder

Phone 436-5874

• Efficient foam
insulation
between liner &
cabinet shell

Ronnie Gowan
436-5874

Owners

DWU-22H

Paul Welch
753-0236

operation
ONIS2
$8
9

•
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CCHS Students Receive
Outstanding Class Awards

PERFECT ATTENDANCE — Several ninth, 10th and 11th graders were presented
with certificates for perfect attendance during the 1980-81 school year.
°
CLASS PRESIDENTS — Presidents of the classes include Richard Dowdy (left) and Jeff Garrison. Not pictured — Jennifer Waldrop.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL CHAMPS — School intramural basketball champions were (from left, front row) Dave Weihrouch, Allen Ahart, Billy Bazzell,
David Martin,(back row)Van Bucy, Dan key, Eddie Burgess and Kenneth Futrell.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS, BUSINESS AND AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE —
Students receiving awards were(from left, front row)Bob Deitz, drafting; Ronnie
Bryan, general crafts; Tracey Beach, typing I; Lisa Maddox, general business;
(back row) Brad Canter, agriculture III; Julie Gargus, horticulture I; Michael
Wicker, agriculture II; and Tracy Curd, agriculture I.

MATH AND SOCIAL STUDIES — Students winners
were (from left, front row) Carl Anderson, world
geography; Julie Gargus, psychology and U.S. history
(back row) Tracy Beach, geometry; Lena McAlister,
alegbra I; and Trisha Clark, algebra II.

RION
HOME ECONOMICS, ART AND MUSIC — Calloway
County High students receiving awards were (from
left, front row) Cindy Tucker, home economics II; Lisa
Myers, home economics I;(back row)Robert Crick, art
II; Lena McAlister, art I; and Lisa Oswalt, choir.

,
JROTC — Students receiving JROTC awards included (from left, front row)
Kathy Bowden, military order of world wars; David Martin, Daughters of the
American Revolution; Mike Harlan, academic excellence L.D. I; Vincent Alton,
academic excellence L.D. II;(back row) Patty Doyle, superior cadet award L.D. I
and distinguished cadet for scholastic excellence; Kenneth Futrell, academic excellence L.D. II; Todd Harrison, superior cadet award III; Randy Dawson, reserve
officers association.

ENGLISH AND SPEECH — Those receiving outstanding student awards were (from left, from row)
Evy Jarrett, English I; Julie Gargus, English III;(back row)
Bill Murray,speech I; Dale Torsak, poetry press award;
and Kerry Childress, English II.

My sincere thanks goes to all my
friends and family for all their
support throughout this campaign. I would like to wish Mr.
Curd a successful term in the
General Assembly as he
represents all of us in the Fifth
District
Harvey Ellis
Enjoy your favorite Sirloin Stockade
meal at 259c Savings! We've
slashed every price on our
menu an average of 25°.0!
Feed the entire family
at these low. low.
prices! But hurry!
Deals this good
can't last
forever!

SPANISH AND FRENCH — Award winners in Spanish
and French were (from left) Carl Anderson, French I;
Jennifer Rice, Spanish I; Cindy Bazzell, Spanish II; and
Christi Hale, Spanish III and IV.

HEALTH AND SCIENCE — Calloway County High
School students winners included (from left, front row)
Jay Hemdon, health; Chris Sheridan, physical
education I;(back row) Lisa McDonald, biology I; Tony
Melton, physical science; and Joey Zinkovich,
chemistry I.
KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

lek

79 CAPRKE
4-door, tinted glass, body side molding, door edge
guards, intermittent windshield wiper system, air conditioner, remote control, mirrors, sport suspension,
cruise control, V-8, automatic transmission, tilt
steering wheel, radio, bumper guards, beige vinyl top,
camel knit cloth interior, camel metallic outside. This
car has been driven by Grayson McClure. ts.tee.oe

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

Offer good 7 days a week thru
May 31, 1981
at participating Sirloin Stockades.

SIRLOIN

STOCKADE
Bel Air Shopping Center
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Lefever May Be Called
Back For Questioning
Sen. Paul Tsongas, DMass., said he intends to ask
the committee to reopen fullErnest W. Lefever is on scale hearings on Lefever's
notice that the Senate association with the Nestle
Foreign Relations Commit- Corp., and any role he had in
tee may call him back for the U.S. vote against intermore questioning next week national restrictions on sellon his nomination as Presi- ing baby formula.
dent Reagan's human rights
Lefever testified at his
adviser.
hearing two
confirmation
Assistant Secretary of
there was no
weeks
ago
that
State Richard Fairbanks connection between $25,000
confirmed Wednesday that
in Nestle contributions to his
the committee's.staff advisEthics and Public Policy
be
called him Lefever may
Center and the center's decied for several hours of sion to circulate an article
closed-door questioning, favorable to Nestle.
possibly Tuesday or WednesBut The Associated Press
da .
Tuesday that Nes..reported
Lefever acknowledged this
week that the committee tle paid for the mailing list
may . vote against his Lefever's center used to cirnomination but said he re- culate a magazine Wide
mains confident the full favoring sale of babr forSenate will confirm him as mula by Nestle and other
assistant secretary of state companies in poor countries.
for human rights.
The article challenged the
Fairbanks said the corn- contention of a coalition of
rnittee did not specify what it organizations that the baby
wants to ask but said formula sales should not be
Lefever will be available for encouraged in poor countries
• whatever they want to ask because breast feeding is
him questions about."
cheaper and safer.
By JIM ADAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP) -

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Hebrew
measure
5 Meadow
8 Primates
12 Wan
13 Rower
14 Fork prong
15 Inquire
16 Spurts forth
18 Airline abbr
19 Army off
20 Novelties
21 Digraph
23 Rupees
abbr
24 Heroic
poems
26 Platform
28 Rugged
mountain
crest
29 Aeriform fluid
30 Male sheep
32 Obtains
33 Hit lightly
34 Nerve
network
35 Harem room
36 River island
37 Brag
38 Mine vein
40 Narrow
opening
41 Man's nickname
43 Scale note
44 Paper
measure
45 Exist
47 Brim
49 Forays
51 Inlet
52 Formal introductions
55 Surfeit
56 Number
57 Trial
DOWN
1 Gem

stone
2 Subdued
3 Antlered
animal
4 Scale note
5 Burdens
6 Organs of
hearing
7 Skill
8 Near
9 Bakers
product
10 Begs
11 Oceans
16 Fresh-water
fish
17 Drunkards
20 Suits
22 Babylonian
deity
25 Flower part
26 Weaken
27 Massive
28 Time gone by
29 Ship channel
31 Encountered
33 Cravat

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

UDIEl CUED CUM
UM MGM CUM
UULJ UCCODOUOU
11131:10C ULM
13121 CM MCC
LICC Den GUMMI
DO UOU CLUID U121
[MUM OM OUILl
UOU UUL3 OU
MCC ODOM
DUCIDCBDU 101313
DUO 00130 CIDU
OCIU [AMU CUU
34 Space
36 Worship
37 Explosion
39 Hypothetical
force
40 Auto style
41 European
mountains
42 Italian Money

44 Ceremony
45 Storage
boxes
46 Direction
48 Fondle
50 Emmet
51 Fish eggs
53 Compass pt.
54 Pronoun

UMW WNW &OWN
WIIIMM WEE WM=
WM111 WEMEW
WM W.1111 WW WM
WWMEM MONNE
WM. WM111 dEd
WM= WEE MOM
WEE WWI WM.=
LAW= NMI
WW WM WM= dd
WNW WWI= WU
WMOWIIMMEMOINIM
"MOM MOM

YOU KNOW WHAT OSCAR
WILDE 5A11?, MA'AM?

HE 5A1D 'NOTHING

THAT 15 WORTH KNOWING

EVERY DRY IS SALE DAY
2. Notice

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

Save Op Te 50%

BE A WINNER! Beat inflation! Work your own hours
demonstrating Merri-Mac
toys, gifts, and home decor
items. We need party plan
demonstrators in this area.
High commission. No investment, no delivering, no
collecting. Call toll free
now! 1-800-553-9077, or
write: Merri-Mac, 801
Jackson Street, Dubuque,
Iowa 52001.

Riding lawn mowers; 2
air
tillers;
garden
conditioners: and 3 metal
lawn chairs. Call 489-2166.
Three good used overhead
doors with glass, 10x10, all
accessories, $125 each
Contact Howard Brandon,
753-4389 or /53-5960

3500Goodyear

1. Storage Bldgs.

Polyester Cord

Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

U13LIC
OTICE

They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
Jeans
His/ Hers
Matching Sets
All sizes
Only place
in Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

TIRE
SALE!

Olympic Mew
Open e.m. to 9 P.M.
753.7113

D78-14 Cruiser

40"Goodyear

Norm's Newest
tzcirsise Sobdisision
Woosigate Estates

Paved streets, curbs
and gutters, city
water and sewer, R-1
restrictions. Located
on Johnny Robertson
Road. Financing
available.
Creekwood
Developers Inc.
753-4091
Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.
Went to boy carouor topper
to fit long wheal base truck
or smell camper. Call 7531265.

make house

• We

II calls.
• Carter Studio
• 304 Main

Steel Rod. Whitewall
BR 78- 1 3 Cus.
Polysteel

45"Goodyear
Viva Radial
P195-15 Whitewall

40"Mobil
Glass -Belted
White
H78-14 Premier
Many Oilier Sizes and
Types. AN Prices Wink
Fed. Tossed Installation

Economy
Tire &
Service
753-8500
203 Main St.

•

753 8298 •

Car wash! May 30th. 15th
and Main, sponsered by
Brothers Who Care. 9 am to
5 .pm. Proceeds go to
Scholarship fund. Wash,
$2.00 inside and out,
$3.00.

INInry

LOST
IN
PALESTINE
CHURCH AREA

Pick your own

Jessie
1

Jones Sedalia
328 8543

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
COLT BUNTLINE
SPECIAL
45 Caliber
12 inch barrel
GOLD &
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
Olympic Plow
Open 9 cm.to 8 p.m.
753.7113

9. Situation Wanted
Singer/Guitarist can play
for weddings, receptions, or
other functrons. Have
references. Call Chuck's
Music, 753-3682, ask for
Monte Fisher.
Will do yard work Call
753-7245
Will mow lawns. Call
753-6392.
Will mow yards. Call
753-9630.
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751
Would like to do house
cleaning on Friday, have
references. Call 759-4593
after 4 pm.
Would like job house
cleaning, have references
Call 759-1255

12. Insurance
NIFA INSURANCE CO.

5. Lost & Found

Strawberries

45 c per qt.

10 THE WISSIFIEDSI

Female Walker Coon Hound
on May 22. Answers to
name of Kate. Reward offered. Cal 437-4462 et
437-4850

6. Help Wanted
Need a job? Qualifications,
16-21 years age, no high
school diploma or GED,
unemployed, school drop
out for at least 9 months.
Call Dan Walker, Job
Coordinator, Nikki Blanchard, Counsler, 753-9378
or 753-3033. Calloway
County YETP Program.

NOTHING PERSONAL

MA'AM...

CAN BE TAUGHT"

JIM FAIN
AGENT

who

514 So.4th St.
A1urra5, Ky.. 42071
Sus 55023 7634632
R.. 1502)7534375
LIFE. HEALTH,HOME
CAR

13. For Sale
Or Trade
250 Yards of dark tobacco
for sale. 100 yards of Burley
plants, will trade plants for
pounds. Call 435-4131.
Hands for hire, will trade
hours work for small salary
and acreage. Negotiable.
Call 753-3058.

15. Articles For Sale
14 foot bass boat with 50
hp Evinrude motor and
trolling motor. Call 7591233.
11,000 BTU air conditioner
unit, 4,000 watt windpower
generator. Call 753-44636
after 5, 753-3996.
16' Low car trailer, factory
made tandem axle with
'amps, electric brakes,
$1600. 759-4070.
DMSO
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NA NCY---WASH
YOUR HANDS --THEY'RE VERY
DIRTY

WASH THEM
CLEAN SO YOU
WON'T SOIL
THE TOWEL

DON'T
WORRY-SINCE THE
LAST TIME
I GOT
SPANKED-

--I'VE BEEN
ERASING
THEM

(
IF THIS WERE A TOY
BuSiNIESS,HE'D RE
CHAIRMAN OF THE

WONDER
• •WMAT pArcANCOL
JP TO NOW

af•
•.

BOY.'
\ ASLEEP./

NEVER WASTE AN
OPPORTUNITY

WELL, NE PIP
SAY 1-1E COLJLOWT
GET ENOUGH OF
PX MILKSNAKES

Highest purity solvent. Pint $14.95 plus
$3.00 shipping. SSI
Labs, Box 992-U,
Land O'Lakes,
Florida 33539.
Eleven 30 ft. Junior grade
channel steel beams, $50
each. Contact Howard
Brandon, 753-4389 or
753-5960.
Potting soil 40 lbs, top soil
40 lbs; pea: humus 40 lbs:
cow manure 40 lbs. lawn
lime 50 lbs. all $1 99. Play
sand 55 lbs. $2.89. Marble
chips 50 lbs, $2 49,
Sphagnum peat 4 cu t.
bale, $8.19. QuikreTe con;
crete mix 60 lbs, $3.21.
Coast to Coast Hardware.'

16. Home
Furnishings
For sale Early American
hurculon couch with hidea
bed, asking $100 Call after
5 pm, 474-8020

M Nm

Equipment
1969 International Trans
Star with 318 Detroit,
13-speed, 38' Hobbs flat
bed trailer. Both in good
condition, $8500. Call
502-235-5578.
1972, 770 Case tractor,
1700 hours, 8-speed, excellent condition, $6,000. Call
1-235-5578.
1977 Massey Ferguson
diesel tractor, 280 hours
with 3 pieces of equipment. 489-2110.
300 and 500 Massey
Ferguson combine. Call
435-4593 or 489-2570.
600 Case combine, good
condition, 1-4 row John
Deere planter. Call 4362269 after 6 pm.
Best tire deals in town! We
have a tire truck to repair
tires on the farm. Call us
for best prices and snappy
service! Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Red belly Ford tractor with
cycle mower. Phone 7532493 or after 5. pm,
759-1187.
Tobacco barn off Penny
Road in Spring Creek
Church community. Call
753-0302.
-

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store. 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.
Yamaha classical guitar
with case, excellent condition. Call 753-6080.

22. Musical
For sale: Hammond organ
and amplifier, $425. Phone
753-7777 after 3 pm.
New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris. TN.
Own a new 25"
Magnavox color
TV for only $24.46
a
month. No
down payment.
Four year warranty available on
parts and labor.0
CLAYTON'S
NONNI

Isitertahemaimet
Ctr.
Hwy.641 S.
753-7575
Peavey PA system, including 1000 series mixer and 2
Black Widow speakers.
753-4636 after 5, 7533996.
Piano, old Kimbaft upright,
good condition, just repaired, $115. Call 7539866

Wantes-Buyers Se Consignors
for our farm equipment auction
at our new auction facility on
Hwy. 79, 5 miles from Dover,
Tenn. 25 from Clarksville. Date:
30th May at 3 p.m. Immediately
following farm equip. auction
50 pieces of antiques to be sold.
BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO.
2-5150
PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
PRESS DEPARTMENT

DIANA,,THE
I HEARD ABOUT CHILDREN.,
THE OTHERS..
THEM ON THE
ARE THEY- Z
-,RADIO. THREE
MEN. ESCAPED
FROM JAU_ ,„

PIKE,, F 1'HO9EYTHEY VVON'T. WE'VE
GOT 14i5 DAME.,
TWO GET AWAY
AND Hi5 KIDS,
ANC) 5PRF_A2 THE
WORD MOUT U5
WERE..

A local manufacturing concern has immediate
openings for a Production Supervisor with experience in sheet metal press operations and
equipment. Candidate must be willing to work off
shift. This is a growing company offering -outstanding fringe benefits and salary.
Send confidential resume and salary
requirement to:
Employment Relations
Supervisor
Eniersoa Electric Company
P.O. eel 610
Paris, TN 311242
Sr contact Tony Meyer at(901)642-1120.
An Equal Oppernmity Employer

22. Musical
GINTAR
& NARMONICk
STRINGS
25% Off!!

CLAYTON'S
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
A complete set of tools and
dyes for making buttons.
Call 753-3199.
Case riding lawn mower, 8
hp, electric start. After 5
pm, call 489-2570.
Condominium for rent:
Hilton Head Island, SC;
• home of the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Tournament. For more information
call 1-926-4031.
For sale: 3 hp Single phase
airupright
Curtis
compressor. Good condition. 75 gallon tank.
Contact Howard Brandon,
753-4389 or 753-5960.
For sale: Dune buggy with a
fiberglass body and top,
good condition, nice. 7531873.
For sale: Shop aircompressor, 10 hp, gas
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275.
Call 753-8127.
Go-cart, 5 hp, excellent
brakes, kill switch, $135.
753-1818.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt.6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Road), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Slabs for sale. Call 1-5228342.
Wait and burn green wood
or order now and burn
seasoned wood. Call 4362758.

25. Business
Senrices
Bookkeeping Services, over
20 years experience, references. Call 753-8779
after 5 pm.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
10x50, 1963, Good investment. $1850. 759-1987.
12x60 Homette with 4x10
tip-out, including refrigerator, washer and dryer, 2
smoke detectors, new
carpet, new steps and
porch, 100 amp pole.
Economical gas heat and
central air-conditioning.
$5500. Call 759-1829 after
5 pm.
12x60 Mobile home, 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, central
heat and air. 753-7192.
1971 Kingswood, 12x65. 2
bedroom, 11
/
2 baths, fully
furnished, price $4500.
Call 753-3163 or 436-2877.
Town House, 12x70 mobile
home. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath,
refrigerator, stove, disposal,
central air and gas heat,
new carpet and wallpaper.
Other extras included. Priced to sell! Call 753-8295.

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
12x60 Mobile home and
lot, furnished, will accept
$1200 down, $138 monthly
or $9000 cash. Garage, on
city water, shade trees,
large lot. Call 436-5830.
12x60 Two bedroom, furnished, with air. summer
"rates. Coleman Real Estate.
753-9898.
Mobile home for rent in
Murray on private lot, $140
month plus deposit. 753187-3.
Two bedroom, all electric.
mobile home, 11
/
2 mires
from Murray. $150 per
month, $100 deposit.
Available June 1st. Call
753-9829.
Two bedroom, 4 miles
south of Murray. Deposit
and references required.
Call 753-6753.
Two bedroom mobile home
on hSlf acre lot, 4 miles
East of town on 94. Central
heat and air, water furnished. $120 month plus
$75. deposit. 753-0712 or
753-3534.
Very nice 2 bedroom
furnished trailer, $150
month, $50 deposit. Call
753-80,40 or 753-9036
after 5 pm.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air-conditioner, 3-ton, central with electric heating
unit, excellent for mobile
home and duplex. $490.
753-1818.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.

30. Business Rental
FOR RiNT
Point Cleanup Shop nith
gas heat in back of
Dixieland Shopping Center
Coll 753 3018

48 x 40 Building, 16 ft ceiling, tire changer and grease
hoist and air compressor.
$350 per month, Toy L
Barnett, 753-4776.
Office space for rent near
downtown Murray. Call .
753-4109..

31. Want To Rent
Want to rent 3 bedroom
house, in or near Murray.
Call 753-7650 after 5 pm.
Want to rent three bedroom
house, in or near Murray.
Call 753-7650 after 5 pm.

32. Apts. For Rent
2 Bedroom apartment,
$175 per month plus
deposit and utilities, one
year lease. Call 753-8411.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Apartments for rent at
Embassey Apartments. Call
753-3530 or 753-4331
after 5 pm.
Apartment, furnished, for
male students. Call 7534684.
Available now, country living within city limits at
Hamlet North Apartments.
Nice
2
bedroom
townhouses with private
deck and central heat and
air, kitchen appliances furnished. 753-7559 or 7537550.
Cabin on lake, on water, for
rent, call 436-2427.
Duplex apartment, one
bedroom, unfurnished or
partially furnished, just
redecorated. $145. Prefer
single person or "married
couple", references requested. Call 753-2234 for
information
and
appointment.
For Rent, furnished apartment at New Concord, $80
per month. Call 436-2427.
For lease or rent: 2
Lakefront apartments with
access to private boat
ramp. One bedroom apartment furnished, 2 bedroom
apartment unfurnished.
Both with complete kitchen
appliances. Panorama
Shores. Deposit and references required. 4362484 between 9 and 6.
For rent: 2 bedroom
apartment, close to town
and university, stove and
refrigerator furnished, $125
per month. No children or
pets; couple preferred. Call
436-2625 or 474-2226.
For rent: 2 bedroom house,
furnished, and 2 bedroom
trailer, furnished. Call
753-1775.
For rent
Extra nice
furnished apartment, half
block from University Call
753-2967.
For rent: Small furnished
apartment, married couples
only, no pets. See at 407
South 8th St.
Free draperies included in
2 bedroom duplex. Nice.
new, quiet street. $250
month. 753-6782.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment. close to University, private entrance Call
753-7418 after 3 pm
New 2 bedroom duplex in
Northwood. All kitchen
appliances furnished, private deck. Call 753-0814
Nice 1 or 2 bedroom apartment with shaded yard and
private patio, kitchen appliances furnished. 7537559 or 153-1550.
One and. 3 bedroom furnished apartments adjoining M.S.U. Ca1053-3134.
One bedroom furnished
apartment, one block from
campus,-$145, water furnished. No pets. Couples
only. Call 753-1203.
Spacious quite 2 bedroom
duplex in Westwood. Central heat and air, Appliances furnished, washer and
dryer hookup in Utility.
'Private carport and patio
deck. After 3:30 call
753-9574 or 753-6513. 41
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32. Apts. For Rent
Sleeping room with bath
and private entrance. Near
MSU. students only. Call
753-3504.
Two bedroom apartment, 2
blocks from hospital on
South 8th. Completely
redecorated, adults only, no
pets, lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208
after 4 pm.
Two bedroom duplex partially furnished, $165
month, no pets, in country.
Call 753-8848 before 9 pm.
Two bedroom duplex with
carport at 1405 Stadium
View Drive. Deposit required. Call 753-1799 after
5:30 PM.
Two bedroom, two bath
apartment. Near university.
753-3949.
Two bedroom duplex on
Doran Road, appliances
furnished. 759-4130.or
753-9898, Coleman Real
Estate.
Two room apartment, $110
per month plus utilties,
$100 deposit, 1 year lease.
Call 753-8411.

33. Rooms for Rent
Boys room for rent, one
block from University. Call
753-1812 Or 753-6933.
Furnished room for men
students, half block from
campus, 1626 Hamilton.
Air-conditioned, kitchen,
private entry and parking.
$100 per summer term.
Call 753-1342 or 436-5479.

34. Houses For Rent
For rent: 4 room house with
water. Two children, no
pets. $75 deposit, $125 per
month. 492-8360 after 5
pm.
For rent: Completely furnished 2 bedroom house,
air-conditioned and carpeted, approximately 2
miles on 94 East, $210
month: For information
write C/0 P.O. Box 623,,
Vicennes, IND or 812-8828681.
Four bedroom house, $500;
3 bedroom house, $350; 2
bedroom townhome, $275;
1 bedroom duplex, $150.
Appointment 753-5791.
Modern 3 bedroom house
in country. Deposit required. Call 435-4335.
Newly decorated 2 bedroom, 11
/
2 bath, carpeted,
stove and refrigerator,
fireplace, air-conditioned,
all this plus located in
Panorama Shores. Now
available. Call 436-2755.
Three bedroom house,
Lakeway Shores, $250
month plus deposit. Call
753-9259.
Three bedroom house,
' furnished or unfurnished.
Call 753-5750.
Two bedroom house with
garden, air-conditioned,
good neighborhood, 4 miles
out. For not over 3 in family
$150
month. Call
489-2595.

37. Livestock-Supplies 41. Public Sale
Saddles, English
Western Sales Repairs - Cysts.
Work • Tents and Best
Covers made.
TAYLOR
LEATHER CO.

43. Real Estate

Five party yard sale
Saturday 8 til 7 120 Riveria
Cts , follow main square

Yard sale! Children's toys
books. bicycles, 3 motor.cycles, something for everyone! Wiswell Road to Gibbs
116 S. iith Mayfield
Store Road and follow
1-217-3534
signs. (Kingswood) Saturday, 8 AM to 2 PM
REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained Yard sale, Friday only. 8.-4,
and started. 753-6126 or 626 N 4th. Baby clothes
753-8467.
Visitors and blue jeans.
welcome.
Yard sale, lots of goodies!
77B
Shady Oaks in Murray.
38. Pets-Supplies
Saturday and Sunday.
AKC Boxer puppies, champion bloodlines, flashy, 43. Real Estate
fawn, and brindle. Also NEW LISTING, EXCEPBoxer at stud. 753-0347.
TIONAL VALUE. Handy locai
AKC Cocker Spaniel pups, tion for this well priced
blonde and buff. Call brick home in the $30's
Three bedroom home on
753-2915
large, deep lot with outside
AKC registered 'Great Dane storage. Well insulated and
puppies, reasonably priced. the heat bills show it! Bring
Call 436-2950.
the kids with you today and
Dog obedience classes are ask for Wendy at Spann
fun for you and your dog. A Realty Associates, 753sport all ages can enjoy. 7724.
Discover the thrill of knowNo 311 .
DUPLEX DOLLARS
ing how your dog really
ACRE WI. Corner plot Is on school
Ems route, bead, to lake. 5 miles to
communicates. 436-2858.

41. Public Sale
Four party yard sale,
Saturday, May 30th, 8-4,
next to Crawford Service
Station, Lynn Grove, KY.
Hugh moving out of county
sale, 12 to 7 PM everyday
untill everything is gone,
rocking chair, high chair,
and stroller, Midland linear
500 watt, etc. Call 7674473, 413 College Cts.
Moving sale! Furniture,
stove, clothing, dishes,
odds and ends. Friday and
Saturday, May 29th and
30th. 520 Whitnell Ave.
Re-opened! Kirksey Flea
Market, Friday and Saturday, May 29th and 30th,
located 1/4 mile north in
Kirksey.
Three party yard sale, Friday
all day and Saturday til
noon, 1614 Ryan Ave. Lots
of miscellaneous items.
Three party carport sale.
Friday, May 29th, 9 until ?
Miscellaneous.
1726
Melrose.
Yard sale, 210 N 12th,
Friday and Saturday, May
29th and 30th, 8 AM until
?. Lots of clothes, costume
jewelry, dishes, furniture,
house plants, small appliances, lamps, and many
other interesting items. In
case of rain will be held
following weekend.
MOVING SALE
PRICES NEXT
TO NOTHING
Go 11 miles east or
94 turn left on 464
at two story white
house. Furniture,
Avon
bottles,
organs, guitar,
sound equipment,
clothes. Much more
items. Starts May
22nd at 9 a.m.

Also household, lawn, Indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Past Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Hove your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

SPECIAL SALE
Saturday, May 30, 1981 at 641 Auction
Nouse, located 2 miles North of Paris, Tn. on
Hwy. 641,.t 1:00 o'clock.
Partial list of items for sole will be: Sessions
clock, rocker, Friton glass, hondblown glass,
Depression glass, tools, Leonard Silverware, oak
sideboard, figurines, brass horn, Lofton
microwave, and mony more items too numerous
too mention:
Concession stand will be open. Sale will be held
rain or shine.

Auctioneers:
Larry Boucum No. 646A
Shortie McBride No. 247

Strout Realty
poi. t. KENNON. Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Don't rent, buy., you a
mobile home lot. Owner
financing at V, payments
as low as $26.00 per month. Call 474-8025 or 7538914 or 759-1715.

BUSINESS,
OPPORTUNITIES
Three houses, total
price, $15,000; Franchise business for
solo, $8,500; Ladies'
dress shop for sale,
$8,000.

SloneWaldrop
Real Estate
lade WE Caster 7194707

Hidden Treasure! It will do
your heart good to say
nothing about your pocketbook when you inspect this
home we have located just
for you...Three bedroom
brick located on quiet
street
in
nice
neighborhood. Priced in the
mid $30's...See this home
before all others by calling
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Located at 522 South
7th is this three
bedroom home with
closets and storage
galore! Nice sized
room,
family
fireplace, carpet,
natural gas heat.
Priced at $28,500.00.

'

ROL
TERMITES
Wn
•

store Rolling terraine, se.ral shade
trees Nice hake views. Rambler
home has both, 3 bedrooms eat•In
kitcheniliving room combo with
Home has
range, refrigerator
conekng, carpeting oil hoot in
sulation, well water, window oir con &honer. Detached cm-port knoll
wellhouse. Duplex includes ronges
refriterotors, couches, tables, beds
air conditioners, choirs Own a good
home and collect rent from no
duplex It's all your for the price of,
E50,01110.

R E AIS

t/

753-1651
OWNER FINANCING TO
QUALIFIED BUYER. Interest
rates are up again, but we
can get you into this lovely
home at a lower rate you
can afford. This 3 bedroom.
11
/
2 bath home, near town
has many extras, including
new family room, fireplace,
fenced yard, redwood porch, and large lot with many
trees. This home is well
cared for and is in perfect
condition. Owner leaving
town must sell. Call Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724.

NT
Clean 12 x 60 Mobile
Nome on large shaded
let with garden space.
$150 per month and
security deposit.
Ron Talent
Realty
753-9894
REDUCED
PRICE!
Owner says he must
sell NOW! An immaculate 2 bedroom
home on 8 nice, level
acres. Priced at he
630's.
""" 753-9898
•

L4 L.
RF .1 PsTATI

& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

43. Real Estate

7-77'11V

n

I II

753-1222
COMMERCIAL LOT
FOR SALE
Lot measuring 65' x
282' on Arcadia Court
near the new city
park. All city utilities
available. Offered at
$15,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main in Murray.
Phone 753-1222.
STATELY OLDER
RESIDENCE
Fresh on the market
is this 2-story brick
residence on large
wooded main street
lot. Upstairs consists
of 2 large modern
apartments and 1st
floor is main
residence. New central gas heating
system, new 25 year
roof, and home has
been restored to an
excellent state of
repair. Very attractive assumable loan
is available. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath.
Bel-Air house trailer,
14x70, located in Scenic
Acres on 34 acre. Call today
for your - appointment,
Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.
Plenty of -Stretchin'
Room" A really large home
that can change to fit your
needs The home provides a
living room, dining room,
kitchen with all the counter
space and cupboards c)ti
need The den is plenty
large. back to back
fireplaces in den and living
room and all the bedrooms
are spacious...Let us show
you a new way of life by
calling 753-1492 at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
Home at Jonathan
Creek w/canal and
boat dock. 2 BR, 2
baths w/central heat
& air, fireplace, kitchen appliances. Extra nice.
3 BR home at 113 N.
9th St. Gas heat,
range & refrig.,
Good
carpet.
economical home or
investment. Well
located.
Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7534146
301N. 12th St,
Marrey, Ky. 12071
Rey A R

Broker

rIPI\
BOYD-MAJORS.
"1
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Sen ices
With The Friendly Touch''

WHY RENT?
When you can own a
good basic, carpeted
2 bedroom home,
close to Murray on a
2 acre lot with 3 outbuildings and a
garage. Alternate
financing available Call for details. Priced at only $18,000.
COMMERCIAL
INVESTMENT
Prosperous
restaurant, wellestablished, on S.
12th St. Large lot,
plenty of parking, all
equipment, fixtures
included. Walk-out
transaction. Reason
for selling - owner's
health.

751-8080
Cypress Point. 2 bedroom
mobile home, close to lake,
approximately half acre lot,
$9500 Landmark Real
Estate, Wally Buchanan,
broker. 1-442-9202.

753-1222
ASSUMABLE
VA LOAN
Just listed, this attractive 2-3 bedroom
brick home on Elm
Street. Loan balance
is approximately
$31,500, at 11%, 29
years remaining. Approximately monthly
payments of $350.00
includes taxes, insurance, principal
and interest. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, nfor full-time
real estate service.
Offered at $34.000.
FIVE BEDROOM
HOME
Located on a tree
shaded lot near the
old city park, this
remodeled
older
home offers comfortable, economical
family
living.
Fireplace in livingroom, formal dining room,central gas
heat, and full basement are a few of the
fine features of this
roomy home. First
time offered. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty for full-time
real estate service.

PUBLIC
AUCTION SALE
On June 11, 1981, at 11 a.m., at the Calloway
County Courthouse, in Murray, Kentucky, the
Tennessee Valley Authority will offer for sale at
public auction to the highest bidder, pursuant to
the terms set forth in the Notice of Safe posted at
the Calloway County Courthouse, and to be announced-i-otroct of land coutu;ifiny uppr uximatety
26.6 acres of land in Calloway County, Kentucky,
designated as sale tract XGIR-903, for industrial
purposes only.
The minimum acceptable price: $1,000
For additional information contact Alex R. Tomshock, Tennessee Valley Authority, 464 Lupton
Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401,
telephone 615 755-2905.

AUCTION
Saturday, May 30, at 10 a.m. Rain or Shine
at the Lawrence Rushing home on Highway 280
(Pottertown Rd.) Approx. 4 mi. from East Y
Grocery.
12
Will sell: King Wood Heater w/blower used /
P26
mower,
push
season, roto tiller, new 22"
Pioneer & 3400 Poulan chain saws both nearly
new, wheel barrow, 15 ft. Cherokee runabout
w/heavy duty trailer & 50 hp Evinrude 72 model,
dinette set, chest of drawers, quilt chest, metal
closet, bookcase headboard bed, benai grinder,
riding mower, glueing clamps, 5 gal, charred oak
keg, boss boat seats, straight choirs, wire stretchers, 20 ft. alum. ext. ladder, & possibly.° camper for long pickup, typewriter & guitar.
Antiques: bedroom suit, accordion, treadle
sewing machine, crock jar, iron beds, corn
sheller, and hand and garden tools plus numerous
other small items.
Not responsible for accidents, lunch vilable.
Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
Aectieneer
492-8594
a

41.1reaT Eltate
Parolees & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Smithside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

44.1cits For Sale
Beautiful lake front lot on
blacktop road $3500 Call
759-1801
Lake lot for sale in Anderson Shores. owner will
finance 6% interest, good
building or mobile home
site. Payments $50 per
month. Call 474-8025 or
753-8914 or 759-1715
Two lots in Memorial
Gardens .cemetary 7533593

46. Homes For Sale

49. Used ae
1979 Trans-Aar, Mack and
paid special *IOW, T-t.,
81 factory options, exeelent condition. Just
19,000 ales. $6750. Call
Check, 435-4561.

FIAT X1/9, Targa top convertible, extra, extra sharp,
42,000 miles new custom
velour-feather interior. new
Michilen radials. Needs
minor valve work. Must sell
DR TRADE this week!
$2500 or good offer. Phone
759-4051 or 753-9164, ask
for Steve
EXTRA
SPECIAL
1974 Chev Monte Carlo
red with black top $1 250

HATCHER
AUTO
By Owner- 1505 Oak Drive.
SALES
BV with 1400 plus sq. It.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms. built-in kitchen
and family room combina- 50. Used Trucks
tion. living room, utility.
1941
Willis jeep. 4-wheel
one large bath, lots of
drive,
4 cylinder, lock-out
$40's.
Call,
storage. Low
753-9818 Must see to hubs, restored. Call 7532632 or 753-7400.
appreciate.
Duplex, one block univers- 1965 Chevrolet pickup, V8
ity, $45,000 One apart- iutomatic good condition
;ood tires $550 753-9181
ment $22,500.Stove
refrigerator, air-conditioner. )r 753-8124
753-5791, 759-1074 753- 1970 GMC pickup. very
2649
ood conditia, will accept
For sale on South 11th best offer. Must sell!
Street 3 bedroom frame 753-9413 after 5 pm.
house, hardwood floors, 1978 Chevrolet Silverado
quiet pickup, loaded, new tires,
electric heat
neighborhood, short walk to sharp, clean. Call Paris
shopping centers. Owner (901)642-7043 after 5 pm.
can finance first year.
1979 Chevrolet Silverado,
$28.900. Phone 753-7508
low mileage. Call 753-9648
Loghouse with woodstove, or 753-6084.
greenhouse, 1 acre, out-building, 11
/
2 bath. 1900' 51. Campers
sq. ft. Close to lake, easy 1976 Coachman 22' camdrive to Murray. $26.000. per and 1978 .Ford Bronco.
436-5859
both like new and fully
equipped.
Already hooked
Nice house for retirement
or that young couples first together. ready tc go! One
home! New carpet, re- owner. Contact Howard
modeled kitchen and bath( Brandon, B & E Brokers.
Garden space and fenced Inc., 753-4389.
yard Call 753-3903
IDLEWILD CAMPER - CabTwo bedroom, carport, over sleeper for El Camino
garden. nice lot. located or RAnchero trucks. All
Stella. $14,800, $1500 fiberglass unit. Sleeps 4
down, balance monthly Equipped with all accessories suca
as
12%. 489-2595.
refrigerator, range, furTwo. bedroom townhome. nance. Like new. Would sell
Heatpump, El Camino with unit if
$40.000.
washer, dryer, stove. re- desired. 753-7745
'frigerator, dishwasher, disposal. 759-1074. 753-2649, - Pickup truck slide in
self-contained camper.
753-5791
1 P'2 ft., good condition
4T. Motorcycles
Call 753-3674
1974 Harley Davidson 52. Boats and
Sportster, good condition
Boat Motors
Phone 753-6984
with 75
16'
Glasspar
750
with
wind
1976 Honda
larnmer. $1450. Dark fired Mercury. $800 or trade for
tobacco plants for sale or pickup or auto paint job
436-5859
tra Call 437-4331.
35 Honda, nice and in 53. Services Offered
good condition. $475.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
753-1873
er vinyl siding and trim.
altUto. Services
Aluminum trim for brick
Import Auto Salvage. houses. Jack Glover, 753Motors, transmissions, 1873.
Honda, Opal, Chevy luv, COLDWATER LAWN &
Toyota Fiat. Datsuns. Call GARDEN
SHOP.
474-2325.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
chain saws, expertly
49. Used Cars
repaired. Pickup and
1979 Cutlass, 2 door,
delivery available. 48323,000 actual miles.
2853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
One owner.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR,
PURDOM
15 years expersence"carpenOldsmobile
try, rnasonary, plumbing,
roofing, and siding. Free
Pontiac
estimates. No job too small
Cadillac
Call 474-2276 evenings or
1406W. Main
daylime- 474-2359
753-5315
Removal. Do
Stump
1969 Dodge Dart, air- K & K
stumps removed
you
need
conditioned
automatic,
yard or land
price $350 or negotiable from your stumps?
We can
of
cleared
753-3781
remove stumps up to 24''
1970 4 door Impalla. $175 below the ground, leaving
Call 753-8367
only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate, Bob
owner.
1971 Cougar. one
Loaded. must see to Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
appreciate. Call 753-8448 Kemp, Jr 435-4319
after 4.30.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
Commercial
and residenEldorado
Cadillac,
1971
2-door, loaded, for $1700 tial. Also patching, sealing,
or best offer. Call 753-6642 and striping. For estimates
before 5.30 or (901) call 753-1537.
644-1533.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR In1974 Grand Torino, full stalling tie downs, underpower, excellent running pinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. We also
condition. Call 436-2862.
1977 Pontiac Astre wagon; build porches and patios.
1974 Opal Manta. Both 4 Call 753-6973.
cylinder Call 759-1801
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed,
patio, awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes_ 753-1873. Jack
ANNIVERSARY Glover.
SUMMON REPAIR SERVICE
Electrical- refrigerator - air
5% off base price
conditioner
- appliances,
in
EVERY VW
icemakers, well pumps. Call
stock inqiuding
John Pritchard 435-4284
and
diesels
during
Audi's
Aluminum Service Co.,
LL ilvv
month ofMay.
aluminem and vinyl
siding, custom trim
$OO Chostnut
work. References.
753-111150
Call WIN Ed Bailey,
kV/
753-0684.

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs Also
do carpentig gamting rooting, and concrete All work
done to satisfaction 751
9822
Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears For
free estimates call 7532310
Beat the heatl Have your
air-conditioners cleaned
now!! We also have complete appliance service
Phone 759-1322

W EST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
,

Interior and Exterior Painting 12 years expersence
Call 435-4364 or 435-4477
or 436-2166
Licensed electrician ana
gas installation heating :
stallation and repairs Call
753-7203
Need work on your trees'
Topping. pruning. shaping
Expert c,or and home complete removal aryl
more Call BOVER'S TREE
stereo repair.
SERVICE for professional
SOUND
OF
WORLD
tree care, 753-8536
222 S. 12th St.
Professional paperhanging
753-5865
Ilainting farm buildings
top sides Commercial or
Bob's Home Improvement residential Call Tremon
Service Remodeling pain- Farris, 759-1987
ting. cement work general
home maintenenace and in- Sanitation Service to all of
spections Free estimates Calloway County Weekly
pickup service reasonable
753-4501
monthly rates Special
Concrete and block, brick Senior Citizens rate Call 1
Basements, & D Sanitation Service
work.
driveways, storm cellars. 436-2562 after 5 on
porches. 20 years experience. 753-5476
ROOFING
& flanks
Fence sales at Sears now
Neferences. All wed'
Call Sears 753-2310 for
g sar•iste•il.
Fr•ii
free estimate for your
estimates. "
needs
Coll 759-1159 sr
7
For custom stripping and
refinishing
furniture
praying
mowing and
Brown's Grove Trading Post, pruning Call T & D LAND435-4555
SCAPING, 436-2333
For sale 14' Fiberglass bass Warning! Don t read
thr,
boat with trolling motor, unless you're in need of
live well and 50 hp roofing, carpentry or elecEvinrude motor. Phone trical work. New or repair
759-1233
All guaranteed Call Joe.
Guttering by Sears. Sears 753-9226 for free estimate
continous gutters installed Wet basement? We make
per your specifications Call wet basements dry work
Sears 753-2310 for free completely guarenteed Call
estimate
or write Morgan ConHeating, refrigeration, and struction Co . Route 2. B1:4
electrical repair. Bob's 409A. Paducah, KY 42001.
Refrigeration
Service. or call day or night. 1-442Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or /026.
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart. Will haul driveway whi!e
If you are having a problem rock and Ag lime. also have
getting those small jobs or any type of brown orrithite
repairs around the house or pea gravel Also do backhoe
mobile home done reasona- work. Call Roger Hudson
bly in these hard times, call Za5,1114Lir 753us! Carpentry. painting, Will mow yards. 15 years
plumbing, and small con- experience Call 753-6564.
crete jobs. Free estimates. Will sharpen hand saws and
436-2562.
skill saws. 753-4656

s

AI'S Super Shell #
South 4th Street
Murray
Auto
complete
Repair. Free tube with
oil and filter change.
753-7896.

57. Wanted
Wanted at once Someone
to live on lot and take care
of yard. garden large
stockbarn. pond Horses to
ride. All rent free' Close ro
New Providence. KY 436
2405

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon:, Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

641 AUCTION SALE
Every Friday night 6:30 p.m., located 2
miles from Faris on 641 North.
This week we have depression glass, piano
bench, wooden foot operated churn, brass lamp,
crocks, odd furniture, pictures and much much
more.
901-642-2418 or 901 For information
243-241 8
Auctioneers:
Larry Bonen, No. 644A
Shortie McBride No. 247

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

105 N
11th Street
753-8080

emosnrAts0111Mo-'
1655 RYAN AVE.
Four bedroom home (fourth bedroom would be perfect sewing
room. study. etc I electric radiant ceiling heat completely
redecorated, in excellent condition Well landscaped lot near
M S.0 carport Reduced to S39.250

kto

1111111111111111„,

FIVE MINUTES FROM C11111
This is o real buy - 3 B.R., 1 both. B V home, entry hall
great room with fireplOce, central heat and air, carport A lot
of quality, ideal room arrangement for family living This
house is priced to sell at $45,000 00

AFTER OFFICE ROMS
Warren %mythic, 753-1277
Illerbers Envie 753-4136
Lb. Neel 753-2317

Atoka Needy 753-9036
Molly 753-9036
Nelms Maier 153-7519

MARIAM
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Deaths and Funerals
B. N. Redden Is
Dead At Age Of 66;
Funeral Is Today

Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Stafford

lippininim

Cub Scouts To Participate
In Activities Of Day Camp
Local Cub Scouts will have
an opportunity to participate
in a Cub Scout Day Camp in
Mayfield during the week of
June 1 to 5 with activities to
be held daily from 9:30 to
2:30 p.m. in the' MayfieldGraves County Park, according to Glen Hendren, Cubmaster,Pack 57, Murray.
Hendren said the day
camp program, in addition
to being fun, is a good way
for boys to earn- quick advancement in the scouting
program.
Boys who are not now Cub
Scouts but who plan to enter
the scouting program in the
fall may also participate in
the day camp. A boy is eligible for Cub Scouts if he is at

least eight years old or has
completed the second grade.
A school bus will be
available to provide daily
transportation to the camp
from the Murray area. A
nominal fee will be charged
for the bus ride.
The fee for the camp program will be $20 and will
cover the cost of a T-shirt,
badges, and a light lunch.
The registration fee will be
waived for a scout whose
parent or guardian participates as a volunteer
worker in the day camp program,Hendren said.
For more information persons may call Bob Hopkins
at 753-770,• and to reserve
bus space call Ms. Rita Carrol at 753-1219 after 4:30 p.m.

Funeral services for John
T. Stafford of Murray Route
5 are being held today at 1
B. N. (Frog Ir• Redden of
p.m. at the chapel of the Mayfield Route I died TuesBlalock-Coleman Funeral day at 8:35 p.m. at Lourdes
Home with the Rev. Jerry Hospital, Paducah. He was
Norsworthy officiating and 66 years of age.
Mrs.Otto Erwin as organist.
The deceased was
Active pallbearers are associated with the harness
Cletus Fair, Bill Fair,Jackie racing business of Graves
Hale, Al Torsak, Billy County.
Green, and Hawley Bucy.
Survivors include his wife,
Honorary pallbearers are Mrs. Maurice Redden; his
John Lowry, W. T. Turner, mother, Mrs. Carrie Redden
John Calhoun, Charles
of Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
Burkeen, Roy Henry, and Marie Saxon of Cuba; six
Clint Shekell. Burial will brothers — Lee Redden of
follow in the Murray City Murray, Alton, Noble, and
Cemetery.
Raymond Redden, all of
Mr. Stafford,. 70, died.
Cuba, Roy C. Redden of
Tuesday at 11:45 a.m.-at the Knoxville, Tenn., and J. D.
Murray City Cemetery.
Redden of Des Moines,Iowa.
He is survived by one son,
The funeral is being held
George Stafford and wife, today at 1 p.m. at the chapel
Darlene, and three grand- of the Byrn Funeral Home,
sons — George Earl, Brenda Mayfield, with the Rev.
Lee, and Gene Thomas Staf- James Tharp and the Rev.
Dr. Peter Whaley, a pro- trace elemental analysts of
ford,all of Murray.
Charles Nelson officiating. fessor of geosciences at Mur- coal conversion and
Burial will follow in the Cuba ray State University, recent- hydrogenation studies using
ly attended a one-week fossil the high-temperature and
Baptist Church Cemetery.
energy workshop at Oak high-pressure autoclave
Ridge,Tenn.
reactor.
The funeral for Mrs. Reba
Designed for faculty and
Vergie AWxander, widow of
advanced students from the
Comus Alexander, will be
engineering and scientific
held tonight (Thursday) at 7
fields, the workshop was
p.m. at the chapel of the Linn Final rites for John Quince sponsored by the Oak Ridge
Funeral Home; Benton. Williams,father of Johnny S. Associated Universities and
Burial will follow in the Williams of Murray, were was conducted amidst the
Maple Grove Cemetery in held today at 11 a.m. at the advanced coal research (FHTNC)— Marine Lance
Cpl. Michael A. Hartsgrove,
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Farmer City, Ill.
the
Oak
Ridge
facilities
of
of Florence West of 413
son
Paris,
Tenn.
Friends may call at the Morticians,
National Laboratory and the Cherry St., Murray, Ky., is
the
Antioch
Burial
was
in
funeral home.
utility.complex of the Ten- deloyed to the Western
Mrs. Alexander, 80, a resi- Cemetery near_ Medina, nessee Valley Authority.
Pacific.
Tenn.
dent of Hardin, died
— -One of three coal-related
He is a member of Marine
former
Mr.
Williams,
66,
Wednedsday at 1:20 a.m. at
held
in
1981,
workshops
to
be
Support Group 37,
Service
the Murray-Calloway Coun- driver for the Murray area the one attended by Whaley
Brigade, based at
Marine
,1st
Trucklines,
for
Time
DC
•
ty Hospital.
included special laboratory
She is survived by one died Tuesday at the Henry projects utilizing the Kaneohe Bay,Hawaii.
His group is the logistics
daughter, Mrs. Barney County Hospital, Paris, sophisticated equipment at
element of the 31st
support
Tenn.
Herndon, Farmington Route
Oak
Ridge.
Amphibious Unit
Marine
1; one son, James Ray Alex- He is survived by his wife,
Some of the projects in- (MAUI.
Milam
Mrs.
Mildred
ander, Farmer City,- III.;
cluded: Principles and apThe 1,800 Marines and
three sisters — Mrs., Treva Williams; one daughter, plications
of
coal sailors forming the nucleus
Miller
Kennon,
Mrs.
Young, Hardin, Mrs. Mavis
petrography, major and of the 31st MAD are embarkInman, Murray, and Mrs. Jackson Tenn.; three sons
ed aboard ships specially
Ela Burkeen, Aurora; one — Johnny of Murray and
designed to transport comHenry,
and
Don
of
Phillip
brother,- Rochie Byers, Harbat troops. They are scheduldin; three grandchildren; Tenn.; three sisters, three .
to participate in training
ed
and
eight
brothers,
grander— Prime el dolt of local Merest at
five step grandchildren; four
exercises
in the Philippines
children.
,
•
now,
EDT,
today,
famished
to
the
great grandchildren.
Ledger is limes by First al Mpo, and will visit several Far
Corp.,of Mama% ere as Whim
Eastern ports before returnHIcKOK — HUBBARD — SASSON — MUNSINGWEAR
ing home

It

Final Rites Today
For Mr. Williams

Michael Hartsgrove
Is Deployed To
Western Pacific

Stock Market ,

— minim — minimum -

AIM ULUDV

IA DU A Al

Industrial Average

Meinol
. ay
at

King's Den

250
50%
OFF
STOREWIDE
SALE EXTENDED
THRII MAY 30TH
Bel-Air Ctr.
Murray

JANTZEN — SEDGEFIELD —KENNINGTON — LEVI

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A F
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublien
I.B M
Jerice
K-inart
Kuhn's Big K
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's

Various churches in the city and county have announced services and meetings at
their churches:
--Coldwiter
The Coldwater Church of
Christ will hold its 47th annual homecoming service on
Sunday, May 31, with Vonn
Fortner as.the guest speaker
for the worship services at 11

Paula Kinsolving as pianist,
Will sing "Try Jesus Man of
Galilee" at the morning
hour. The Youth Choir will
sing "Here Comes Jesus" at
the evening hour.
All the graduates will be
Goshen•
The Goshen United recognized and Oven Bibles
Methodist Church will hear at the morning service.
Sunday School, Donny
the pastor, the Rev. Julian
Warren,speak at the 11 a.m. Buchanan, director, will be
service on Sunday, May 31. at 10 a.m. and Church TraW
He will be assisted by Ronnie ing, Dwayne Fulkerson,
Hutson,layman of the week. director, will be at 6 p.m.
Bobby Wilson will be in Deacons on call will be
charge of the children's Walton Fulkerson and
Flint Baptist
devotion. Church School will Elbert Outland.
Nursery workers will be
The Flint Baptist Church, be at 10a.m.
Emerson and Gwen
Sue
5:30
p.m.
the
located just off Highway 641 . Sunday at
-North at Almo Heights, will United Methodist Youth Outland, morning, and Mr.
have its annual homecoming Fellowship will sponsor an and Mrs. Albert Crider,
on Sunday, May 31.
ice cream supper 'and evening.
Worship services will be fellowship hour in honor of
held at 11 a.m. with the the "Birthday of the Chrispastor, the Rev. Heyward tian Church" which is
Roberts,as the speaker.
Pentecost and is celebrated
Sunday School will be at 10 in Christian Churches on the
a.m., a basket dinner at 12 seventh Sunday after
noon, and a gospel singing Easter.
An investigation currently
with all area singers invited
Mid-week Bible study will is being conducted into a
at 1:30 p.m.
be at 7 p.m. on Wednesday.
motor stolen from a boat at
Murray Sport and Marine,
Bible School
Elm Grove
718 S. 4th St., a Murray
Vacation Bible School will
"What In The World Is police spokesman said.
begin at the Scotts Grove This Church Doing?" will be
The motor, a 1979 25Baptist Church, located just the topic for the message by horsepower Evinrude valued
north of Murray on Highway the pastor, the Rev. Calvin at $1,500, reportedly was
641, on Monday, June 1, at 9 C. Wilkins,at the 11 a.m.ser- stolen from a boat in the
a.m.
vice at the Elm Grove Bap- parking lot sometime during Classes for children of all tist Church. The 6:45 p.m. the "dark hours" of May 26ages will be held throughout sermon topic will be "The 27, the spokesman said.
the week. School materials Results Of Receiving His
Persons connected with
will be furnished by the chur- Word."
the incident could be chargch. Refreshments will be
The choir, directed by ed yith theft by unlawful
seived each day.
Kerry Vasseur with Cllenda taking over $100, the
The-church and the pastor, Rowlett as organist and spokesman said.
the Rev. Leon Penick, invite
all children to attend. The
school will close with the Friday morning session on June
5.

Dilworth, Ala. He is now
with the Walnut Grove
Church at Benton.
The guest speaker has
done misson work in Africa
and the British West Indies
in addition to holding
meetings, radio work,
counseling working in youth
camps, and speaking in
sorIcshops and special appointinents throughout the
country. He is married.to the
former Maxie Massey and
they have three sons.

Investigation Into
Boat Motor
To Continue

Vonn Fortner
a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
A potluck dinner will be
served at 12:30 p.m. and a
gospel singing will be at 2:30
p.m.
Fortner, former minister
of the church, has served as
minister for congregations
at Folsomdale,South Fulton,
Tenn., Palmersville, Tenn.,'
Stone Mountain, Ga., and
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DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S

Rt

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza
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58
271
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7239
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29'9
351,2 4-79
35,
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39,4 +,4
17'.4 -4- 14
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1
ENS 50°
'
41))
'01)) Coupon
T On What You .\

15.75

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
May 28, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1195 Est. BOO Barrows &
Gilts 11.0041.25 higher Sows uneven
.25-.50lower
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
145.50-46.00
US 2210-324)lbs
145.25-45.75
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
144.25-45.25
US 2-4 250-2701bs,
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. .
134.00-36.00
US 1-3300-450 lbs.
135.50-36.75
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
836.75-38.00
US 1-3590.550 lbs.
138.00-40.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
834.50.35.50
Boars 30.00-33.00

In 1521, Spaniar& - captured Mexico City, sacking
the Aztec capital of
Tenochtitlan.
\

A MESSAGE FROM BILL PHILLIPS IN SUPPORT
OF

DAVID BUCKINGHAM
In any contest there must be defeat as well as victory. But as
one fellow put it, "Winnin'sure beats losin' every time."
I have been defeated in my bid for the office of District Judge
and my local opponent, David C. Buckingham, has prevailed.
I will do all in my power to help him be elected in November
against his opponent from Marshall County and I ask all of my
supporters to do the same.
We-must stand unified in holding the District Judge's position
in Calloway County.
On behalf of myself and my family, I want to thank 911 those
wonderful people who have given me their support and who
hove worked so tirelessly in my campaign. There will never be
enough words to express my feelings.
God bless you.

Houston Enlists
Iri Navy Program
David Michael Houston of
Almo Route 1 has enlisted in
the United States Navy in the
delayed entry program, according to the local Navy
Recruiter.
Houston enlisted in the
school guaranteed program
as a mine man in the delayed
entry program as of May 21.
He will go on active duty in
August.
The Almo man is the son of
Joe Rob Houston and Mrs.
Novie Louise Wylie of
Paducah. He is the brother
of John Daniel Houston of
Almo Route 1 and Joseph
Robert Houston of Lexington.

Ministers
Plan Meet
-The Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial Association has changed its meeting
to the third Wednesday,June
17, at 8 a.m. in the priviate
dIning'room Of the iqurrayCalloway County Hospital,
according to an announcement by the president, the
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos.
The Rev. Jim Stubbs will
direct the program dealing
with the theme of the 'International Year of the Handicapped."
-Mrs. Rosemary Warner
will also talk with the
ministers about thepossibilities for organizing
Parent Support Groups for
parents who have teen-agers
that are using illegal drugs.

Poppies To

Want
Prescription,Sundries,
Camera...
Anything In The Store

Aspirin/Analgesic
For Arthritis

enmes
41"4w41

Limit 1

U

100's

AvAivA A

v^vAgvi`.1\vv%.*'

Rise

reticles

1

Anus!

11°63‘
m::;
1‘1001 10
?it ourc,04°

Shaving
Lather

4
Relieves hemorrhoidal pain and
burning in minutes 24's

79

Reg., Lime, Mentol

990

We Can Easily .11r Viii'v-r\rv4ifre'
lr'4"Fr"
Transfer Your Refill
Metamucil
A Natural-Fiber
Prescription To

Byron's
Di
Discount
Pharmacy

Laxative

.w

$537

21 Oz.

Limit One

WA • ivig^A.a%4
fm'ivATO4ivt'vrl\vviitirrwit
Antacid/Anti-Gas

Riopan Plus

1

1)24

Low Sodium

Tylenol
Extra Strength
Tabs

Be Sold Here
Members of the American
Legion Auxiliary of Post No.
73 will distribute poppie§ in
Muivray on Friday and Saturd4," May 29 and 30, accorpig to Mary Sykes, auxiliary president.
Mrs. Sykes said donations
will be appreciated for the
poppies made by veterans.
The money will be used for
civic projects of the auxiliary.
Other officers are Naomi
Schwalm, vice president;
Mildred Folsom, secretarytreasurer; Dorothy McKenzie,chaplain.

fT1

753-2380

EVERYDAY.LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

-3 15

C.E.F. Fund

HILL PHILLIPS

Am

Iii

Whaley Attends Energy
Workshop At Oak Ridge

Mrs. Alexander's
Rites Are Tonight

"19111 imp pimplimpoimpi
1111 I II
11110
III, 1 '110

*277

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat.
and 1:00-6:00
Sundays
Prices Et Coupons
Good Thru
June 6th
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